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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
The Gun Plan Charter Township Master Plan is a policy document aimed at encouraging orderly and
efficient land use. It provides the legal basis for local zoning and the logical basis for subdivision
design, public improvement plans and for facilitating and guiding the work of the Township
Planning Commission and Township Board. It is also a means of communicating to private
organizations and individuals how they might relate their building projects to official Township
plans and is the official way of relating Township plans to those of adjacent communities and the
region as a whole.
The Michigan Planning Enabling Act, Public Act 33 of 2008, as amended gives Townships the
authority to prepare and adopt Master Plans. The statute recognizes that the social and economic
conditions affecting the Township are continuously changing and to assure that the Master Plan
remains a useful guide for community change and can effectively respond to emerging issues, the
planning process must be continuous. Annual reviews of the Master Plan are therefore needed
and comprehensive reviews of the Master Plan must be undertaken every five years.
The Master Plan of Gun Plain Charter Township was originally adopted in 1991 and later revised in
2000. As it was in 1991, and is now in 2009, the Master Plan is the result of analyses, surveys, and
strategic discussions by the Township Planning Commission and Township officials. The current
plan incorporates citizen input derived from a property owner survey and formal public hearings.
During each of the three planning processes, a variety of land use, development and quality of
life issues have been explored and each time, the Master Plan has been fine tuned in response to
current trends and issues. The primary manifestations of this evolutionary process are the Plan’s
goals and objectives, land use and development policies, and the Future Land Use Map. These
elements of the plan will collectively guide future development in the Township until further
revisions are deemed appropriate.
Land use goals and development policies must reflect the community’s desires and be supported
by the constituency. The input of Township residents is therefore important to the creation of the
Master Plan. The public input used in the development of the 2010 edition of the Gun Plain Charter
Township Master Plan was generated in two ways. The first approach was to conduct a community
wide survey and the second approach included direct public comments derived from an informal
public open house and a formal public hearing. Both public forums took place after the Master
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Plan had been completed in draft form.
In June of 2008, the community survey was sent to all property tax payers within the Township.
A total of over 2,230 were mailed. Of those mailed, approximately 530 were returned and
tabulated. The nearly 25% return rate is considered quite good for this type of “non-scientific”
research. The survey questions covered several topics, including the location of commercial
development, the importance of farmland and rural preservation, utilities, tax base, housing, public
services and recreation. The format of the survey allowed for the tabulation of the survey on a
township wide basis as well as in quadrants. This enabled Township officials to see how responses
and attitudes might differ geographically. Respondents were also given a chance to speak their
mind and write their own comments on any topic relating to planning and development. The survey
and survey results are included in the appendix.
The 2015 update continues to rely in large part on the citizen input derived from the earlier survey
and has been augmented by public discussions of recent issues such as hydraulic fracturing
(“fracking”), a recent on-line survey of individuals targeting the issue of improving “broadband
high-speed data transmission” availability within the township, and by a systematic review of the
plan by the Planning Commission which re-considered the pertinence and efficacy of the of the
plan’s policies.
The Planning Process
Planning, in simple terms, is a continuous process which seeks to improve a community and create
a better environment. As such, the "Master Plan" is a tool by which “planning” can be achieved.
It is a tool to be used by both individuals and public officials when making decisions concerning
the long-range future of a community.
The planning process consists of four basic steps:
1.

Analysis of the Existing Situation – An analysis of the problems, assets and potential of the
community. These “basic studies” included the completion of a community opinion survey,
an evaluation of demographics, environmental factors, existing land use, utilities and the
transportation network.

2.

Plan Policies and Land Use arrangement – A review and refinement of the stated
community goals and objectives and verbal and graphic representations of the form and
allocation of land uses into the future. The Plan suggests how future growth should be directed
into the most economical, healthful, aesthetically pleasing and ecologically sound pattern of
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development.
3.

Plan Implementation – The “action plan” or “implementation plan” element of this
document describes what should be done to carry out the plan. The first step in the
implementation phase is the adoption of this plan by the Planning Commission and Township
Board. Then, through a series of coordinated actions such as public education, amendments
to zoning and subdivision regulations and systematic utility extensions and street
improvements, the Township will implement the provisions of the Plan.

4.

Continued Planning – In order for the Plan to have credibility and meaningful effect, it is
necessary to follow through with a program of continuous planning. This involves periodic
review and amendment of the Plan (such as this effort), the zoning ordinance, subdivision
regulations, capital improvements program and other official policies of the Township.
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Chapter 2
NATURAL FEATURES
AND COMMUNITY DESCRIPTION
The physical environment provides both opportunities and constraints for development.
While a wetland or heavy soil can hinder construction, the presence of a tree stand can enhance a
development project. The natural environment also contains valuable resources such as potable
groundwater supplies and farmland. These and other resources need to be both conserved and
protected if they are to be enjoyed by future generations. The following discussion highlights
significant aspects of the local environment as they pertain to future planning considerations for Gun
Plain Charter Township.
Regional Location
Gun Plain Charter Township is situated in the southwestern portion of Michigan's Lower Peninsula
in the southeast corner of Allegan County. The Township is bordered by Kalamazoo County on the
south and Barry County on the east. It is 15 miles north of the Kalamazoo metropolitan area and
approximately 40 miles to the south of the Grand Rapids metropolitan area.
The Township’s political boundaries encompass
approximately 35 square miles of land area.
Geographically surrounded by the township is the City
of Plainwell, located in its southwest corner.
Plainwell’s sister city Otsego is located less than one
mile directly to the west. The Kalamazoo River flows
in the southwest corner of the Township, and inland
lakes, river tributaries, and wetlands occupy other
locations throughout the Township.
Two major transportation corridors traverse the
township. US-131 is a federal, limited access
highway. M-89 is a two lane state highway. US-131
runs north and south through the western edge of
the community connecting points from the Indiana
border area to the northern Lower Peninsula. M-89
connects the Battle Creek area to the Lake Michigan
shore near Holland and travels through the southern portion of the Township in an east/west fashion.
Gun Plain MP
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US-131 and M-89 intersect one another on the west outskirts of the City of Plainwell. This intersection
serves as the primary gateway to the four communities of Gun Plain Charter Township, Otsego
Township, City of Plainwell and the City of Otsego.
Topography
A basic understanding of the Township’s topography is useful because differences in elevation and
slope will continue to significantly influence the pattern of development and land use. As with most of
southwestern Michigan, Gun Plain was primarily shaped by glaciers as they were receding. This
created Lake Michigan and most of the major inland water features, hills, ridges and low areas. The
Township displays relatively minor topographic changes within a general range of elevations between
about 720 feet above sea level (where the Kalamazoo River exits the Township in the southwest) to
around 980 feet above sea level in the hills located in the southeast near Lake Doster.
The Township’s two most prominent river’s, the Kalamazoo River and the Gun River, meet
immediately west of the Township. Ancient flooding of the rivers created a relatively flat plain in
much of the southwest one quarter of the Township, and an arm that extends diagonally to the
northeast. This flat plain separates higher, rolling hills in the northwest, southeast, and east. The
southeastern half of the Township is topographically the most diverse area and contains numerous
ridgelines, woodlands, and wetlands.
Climate
The climate is typical of much of southwestern Michigan. It is warm during the summer when
temperatures average in the 70’s and cold during the winter with temperatures mostly in the 20’s.
The warmest month of the year is July with an average temperature of 84ºF. January is typically the
coldest month with an average minimum temperatures 17ºF. Precipitation averages 37.4 inches on
an annual basis. Rainfall in evenly distributed throughout the year, however, September is the
wettest month with an average rainfall of 4.1 inches.
Soils
Soils play an important part in determining the suitability of land for specific types of land uses.
Agricultural uses in particular are determined based on what type of products can be grown on the soil
type(s) present on a given parcel of land. More intensive uses of the land can also be based on
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Topographic Map
soil characteristics such as permeability, slope, filtering capacity, bank stability and wetness. The
most prevalent soil type in the Township is the Oshtemo-Chelsea-Ockley soil association, which is
a rolling, well drained sandy loam soil. The slope and filtering capacity limit the use of this land for
agriculture and for some types of residential development. Other soil types include the GlendoraAdrian-Granby type which is often low-lying and mucky in nature, and the Caper-Rimer-Pipestone
association which is somewhat wet and has poor permeability. The Oakville soil type is also present
in the township and its characteristics support a wide range of development types, including septic
systems. Detailed descriptions of the various soil associations and their characteristics, are included
in The Soil Survey of Allegan County, 1987.

Map 3
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SOIL SUITABILITY FOR DEVELOPMENT
Map 4
SOIL SUITABILITY FOR SEPTIC SYSTEMS
The soil suitability maps on these pages show the location of soils within the Township. Map 3
rates surface soils as to their suitability to attenuate wastewater leachate from septic systems and
Map 4 rates soils on their ability to support buildings (development) . The maps are based on
information contained in the "Soil Survey of Allegan County, Michigan" prepared by the U.S.
Department of Agriculture. The maps take into consideration soil percolation rates, wetness, filter
qualities, shrink-swell properties and slope. As can be seen from the maps, the majority of the
Township has soils that are poorly rated in both categories. It is both apparent and noteworthy
however, that development within the Township has closely followed the pattern of soils where
Gun Plain MP
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building limitations are slight.
Neither of the maps should be used as substitutes for on-site investigation and detailed engineering
studies, however, the maps do generally define those areas where intensive development can lead to
environmental and health hazards, however. The implications are that while there are relative large
areas that can support development without significant site modification in the building
development phase, in the long view, intensive commercial or industrial development activity
and dense residential development should therefore be supported by improved public or private
wastewater treatment systems.

Map 5
FARMLAND/DEVELOPMENT SUITABILITY
Gun Plain MP
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The "Farmland/Development Suitability Map"(Map 5) and the descriptions that follow are an give
further insight into farming and developmental capabilities of the various soils found in Township.
The analysis shows that the best farmland soils often times constrain non-farm use and development.
The primary limitations are poor drainage, wetness, or rapid permeability, all of which contribute to
an inability to support conventional on-site septic systems. The same limitations also create
problems when constructing building foundations, basements, and roads.
Soil Group A. High suitability for Farming/Low Suitability for Development
Prime Farmland or prime if drained soils. These soils pose severe septic and building
limitations primarily due to wetness and ponding. From a natural productivity standpoint,
these soils should be considered as the most desirable for long term farming purposes.
In Gun Plain Charter Township relatively few expanses of prime farmland exist but where
they are present, the majority are still part of active farm operations. Most are located in
the northwest and south. Because of wetness, these soils should be considered the less
than desirable from a development standpoint with or without utilities and therefore
should only be called upon to support very low densities of residential development.
Soil Group B. Good Suitability for Farming/ Low Suitability for Development
These soils are primarily hydric soils that are well suited for specialty crops and/or
moderately suited for field crops. They exhibit severe septic system and severe building
limitations due to high water tables and wetness. Many of the soils in the group should
be considered moderately suited to well suited for farming practices if increased
management techniques are employed.
Along with Group A, Group B soils should be considered the least supportive of
development, with or without utilities and therefore should support the lowest densities
of residential development. A wide band of the loamy sand and sand complexes of these
soils comprises the majority of the wide plain now occupied by the Gun River. This plain
is Gun Plain Townships' namesake. The grouping also includes several large areas of
muck, some of which has been drained and is farmed. The largest area of un-drained
wetland muck land lies north of Lake Doster.
Group C. Prime Farmland Soils/Well to Moderately Well Suited for Development
Without Utilities.
These soils are considered “prime farmland” or soils that moderately suited for field crops
or well suited for specialty crops with slight to moderate septic limitations and slight to
moderate building limitations.
They are grouped together to illustrate the soil types that appear to be the most naturally
suited for development without utilities. Many of the same soil qualities that allow them
to support septic systems and structures also make them good farmland.
Because of steep slopes, erosion protection techniques and other farmland management
methods are necessary. The importance of the soils for farming should not be considered
as high as those classified as prime or moderately suited farmland areas. In Gun Plain, a
great deal of land fragmentation and rural development has already occurred on them.
Areas along Miller Road between 6th and 8th Streets, and along 109th Ave., east of Marsh
Gun Plain MP
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Road, are examples. Development should be planned and construction activity controlled
due to the adverse environmental consequences that can result in the process of reshaping
and altering the landscape in support of development.
Group D. Prime Farmland/Poorly Suited For Development Without Utilities
These are “prime farmland” soils moderately suited for field crops or suited for specialty
crop soils with severe septic limitations but slight to moderate building limitations. The
primary development limitation for these soils is rapid permeability which makes heavy
or intensive septic system utilization a potential a threat to ground water.
Very low development density maybe acceptable but increased densities of development
should only be allowed if the ground water source is well protected. Moderate to high
intensity of development should only be allowed when utilities (at least sewer) are
available. The largest extent of these soils is found adjacent to and north of the City of
Plainwell where much of the development activity in the Township has already occurred
and where sanitary sewer service is now available. Other areas extend
northeast, in a band along Marsh Road and in a mottled fashion throughout the northwest
¼ of the Township.
Group E. Soils Poorly Suited For Farming And Unsuited For Development Due To
Slope, Wetness And Flooding. The majority of these soils are in the steeply rolling hills
found in the east and southeast (Sections 12, 14, 22, 23, 26, 27, 35 and 36) and to a lesser
extent in northwest in Section 5, 6 and 7.
In these areas slopes in excess of 12 percent and in some instances excess of 18 percent
make farming difficult and intensive development impractical. Also included are the
level, poorly drained loamy sands found in the floodplains (wetlands) along the Gun Plain
and Kalamazoo Rivers. These areas essentially unsuited for farming and development
because of frequent flooding
Group F. Surface Mined Areas. Within the Township are a very small number of active
and/or un-reclaimed sand and gravel mining operations where the surface and subsurface
soils have been removed. The largest area is in the SE/14 of Section 23, but none of the
areas appear on the map. Each area requires an independent investigation to determine its
long term use and development potential.
The Prime Farmlands Map (Map 6) shows the location of prime agricultural lands within the
Township as determined by the U.S. Department of Agriculture. Prime Farmland is naturally
endowed with the soil quality, growing season and moisture content necessary to sustain high
crop yields under average farming practices.
The Township's prime farmland areas are not broadly extensive and most occur in the northwest.
The existence of prime farmland and the fact that it and other “less than prime” soils remains
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under active cultivation within the Township is however, a very important factor in the
development of the Master Plan for Gun Plain Charter Township.

Map 6

PRIME FARMLAND
Mining Resources
Much of the townships surface topology was created by glaciers and glacial landforms often
contain extensive deposits of sand and gravel. Used as construction material, these deposits are the
basic resources needed by the construction industry and for general economic development. It is
necessary and unavoidable that these deposits will be tapped to support the construction of new
roads and other development. The “Sand and Gravel Rich Soils Map” classifies soils within 5 to 6
Gun Plain MP
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feet of the surface by their potential for including usable deposits of sand, sand and gravel and
topsoil. As Shown on Map 7, sand deposits are found extensively throughout the Township and
sand and gravel are found in the southwest, central and northwest.
At the present time, there is one active sand/ gravel mine located in the southeast ¼ of Section 23.
There are also several former extraction sites as indicated by the reddish toned mapped areas.

Map 7
SAND AND GRAVEL MINERALS
Woodlands/Wetlands/Water Resources
Wooded areas are present throughout the township but the most extensive forested areas are associated
with the Kalamazoo River and Gun River. Other wooded areas are in the hilly areas throughout the
northwest and eastern portions of Gun Plain. No large scale uplands forests remain in the area,
Gun Plain MP
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however. Taken in combination with wooded wetlands, there remain overall, fairly extensive areas of
woodland cover.

Map 8
WOODLANDS
Wetlands play an important role in maintaining the ecological health and biological diversity of the
place where they are located. Depending on their type, wetlands can serve to filter water contaminants
prior to entering underground aquifers and should be protected to the maximum extent possible.
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Local wetlands range from an acre or smaller to areas in excess of 20 acres. The area’s largest wetlands
are located in proximity to the Kalamazoo River and Lake Doster and smaller areas are located
throughout the township, most predominately in the eastern half. Due to size or other classification
issues, not all local wetlands are classified by the Michigan Department of Environmental Quality as
“protected wetlands”. However, for the purposes of land use planning, the wetland characteristics of
water and/or saturated soils, plant and animal habitat and soil type are all present, and the “wetland”
label is considered appropriate.

Map 9
HYDROLOGY (WETLANDS)
Gun Plain is fortunate to possess significant water resources, because they increase the township's
appeal for recreational and residential users. The Kalamazoo River, located in the southern portion of
Gun Plain MP
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the township, traverses approximately six miles of Township on its way to Lake Michigan. Gun River,
in the northern area, is a tributary to the Kalamazoo River and is approximately eight miles long. Silver
Creek, another tributary is about four miles long. Other small creeks and streams are also present.
Lake Doster, is located in the southeast corner of the Township. It is primarily man-made and is the
centerpiece of a large recreational, “planned development,” with homes, a golf course, and commercial
facilities. The Lake Doster area and the areas contiguous to Plainwell have been the growth centers of
the Township.
Existing Land Use
The pattern of land use within Gun Plain Charter Township is typical of most rural townships in the
region. Most development consists largely of low density, single-family housing that is distributed
rather thinly throughout the Township. The heaviest concentrations of residential development can be
found along the M-89 corridor west of Plainwell, along 8th and 10th Streets, (both significant northsouth corridors), areas to the south and north of the City of Plainwell and the southern end of Lake
Doster. The Lake Doster area generally supports large-lot, upscale housing with amenities that include
lake and golf course access. The areas near Plainwell are more modest in style and include duplexes
and mobile homes. The most recent platted and site condominium subdivisions are located on both the
northern and southern sides of Lake Doster, in an area near the intersection of M-89 and 6th Street, and
the area west of 10th St. between Miller Rd and the north city limit of Plainwell.
Commercial development is primarily in the form of small to medium sized retail operations, grouped
in small clusters at major intersections. In most cases, the businesses are independently owned, and
serve a local customer base. Larger lot commercial development, serving a more regional market, can
be found near the intersection of 106th Avenue and U.S. 131 and on M-89 west of US-131. A mixed
commercial and industrial corridor also extends southward from the City, along Douglas Ave.
Several larger commercial operations in the Township's interior, are semi-industrial in nature and are
associated with the area's agriculturally based economy. These include: sand and gravel operations,
Christmas tree farms and farm implement repair facilities. Many of these are found in the M-89
corridor. Industrial development can be found in the southwestern part of the Township near the railroad
line on the eastern outskirts of the City of Plainwell. The largest industry is a meat process facility
located south of Plainwell on 11th St. at the extreme south boundary of the Township.
Although scattered farms of various sizes are located throughout Gun Plain, most undeveloped and
agricultural lands, are located in the central portions of the Township and follow the diagonal corridor
of the Gun River. The land is low-lying and soil and drainage characteristics generally dictate that
agricultural or open space will continue to predominate.
Gun Plain MP
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The following maps illustrate the land use and cover for the Township in the years 1978 and 1996.
The 1996 “Land Use Modified Map” is a modified 1996 map that was been partially updated in 2008
to reflect major changes that occurred to that date. Since then, several instances of infill have occurred,
but no major development activity has taken place to alter development patterns. Based on the three
maps, the number of acres used for residential uses of all classes has increased from 2,657 acres in
1996 to by roughly 300 acres to approximately 3000 acres in 2015. That is an increase of about 10%.
By comparison, between 1978 and 1996, more than 1100 acres of land were converted to residential
use. Between 1996 and 2015, there have been only 15 to 20 additional acres of land devoted to
commercial use. Since 1996, the only recognizable increase in the number of acres devoted to
industrial use has occurred in Section 31, in association with the meat packing and processing plant.
The largest relative decrease in land use or cover occurred in the agricultural category where the total
number of acres being cultivated in 1978 was placed at 11,227. In 1996 the figure was 7,731 acres
and the “modified” 1996 Land Use Map shows 7,666 acres of cropland. The vast majority of change
was not the direct result of development but rather the conversion of active cropland to fallow fields
and brush land.
Development Tolerance
Through a process of elimination, the parts of the Township that are best suited to new
development based on existing environmental and land use constraints can be identified. The intent
is not to identify areas that should be developed, but rather those that possess a high (i.e. least
intrusive) development tolerance as determined by soil type, elevation environmental sensitivity
and existing infrastructure. Conversely, the preservation of prime farmland and sensitive
environmental resources such as wetlands, are identified as community-wide goals. For the
purpose of this analysis, land areas that exhibit those characteristics have, in large part, been
excluded from consideration as “areas favorable for new development.”
Due to factors such as views and waterfront access, the areas that experience the greatest
development pressure are often those that exhibit poor soil and slope conditions. The eastern half
of the Township is largely a natural drainage basin containing several wetlands and tributaries of
the Kalamazoo River. The area also has numerous steep slopes and ridgelines. In general, the
eastern half of the Township contains many more environmental constraints to development than
does the western half. Due to the appeal of lakeside living and the resort style amenities offered
in such the development, development pressure in the eastern region is likely to continue for the
foreseeable future.
Gun Plain MP
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As can be seen on the various soils maps, the eastern half of the Township, south of Marsh Road is
composed mostly of land with fair to poor development and agricultural potential. This is because of
excessive slope conditions and/or mucky or sandy soils. The low lying soils are generally poorly
drained and therefore, lacking in septic tank absorption capability. New development here, and in the
area around Lake Doster, must go to great lengths to compensate for the area's uneven topography and
its unstable soils; factors which drive up construction costs, and undermine local ecological conditions.
For instance, in the immediate vicinity of Lake Doster, the soils are predominantly of the ChelseaOshtemo variety. Those soils are generally found on moderate to severely sloped lands, and are well
drained (sometimes excessively well drained resulting in erosion). The slope conditions and
permeability inherent with these soils pose limitations for septic tank filtering. Contamination of the
ground water supply may result from septic distribution lines and/or if significant land shaping and
stabilization is not undertaken. The parcels with moderate or good development potential within this
part of the Township are generally small, isolated, and non-contiguous pieces of land interspersed
among ridges and wetlands.
Areas having soils with good to moderate development potential are, generally found in the southern
half of the Township, particularly within an area bounded by 6th Street, 8th Street, M-89 and 106th. Here,
a combination of good road access and favorable soil conditions make this area desirable for continued
development. Other parts of the Township exhibiting good development potential include stretches
along Riverview and Douglas Roads on either side of the Kalamazoo River south of the City of
Plainwell corporate line.
With the exception of the area near Lake Doster, prime agricultural lands are found throughout the
Township, but most predominantly in the corridor of land along the Gun River. The arability of the
soil along with a high natural water table makes this area ideal for the farming of corn, truck crops
and other crops dependent upon ample irrigation.
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1978 LAND USE
Map 11
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1996 LAND USE
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Map 12
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1996 LAND USE (With Recent Change)
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Chapter 3
COMMUNITY FACILITIES
As the number of people living in Gun Plain Township increases, the need for local community
services and infrastructure improvements has also increased. Below are brief descriptions of
existing community facilities and infrastructure in the Township.
Township Hall
The Gun Plain Charter Township Hall is a focal point within the community. The Township hall is
located at 381 8th Street. Contained within the hall is an office area, meeting space with a capacity
for 100 persons, and kitchen facilities. The Township Fire Department is also housed on this site.
It is anticipated that the existing structures will provide adequate capacity for administrative and
fire department needs in the foreseeable future.
Fire Service
The Township has a volunteer Fire Department comprised of a 25 volunteers. It provides fire
protection for all of Gun Plain Township. The department has mutual aid agreements with
several surrounding fire departments to provide services outside its immediate service area.
This agreement also provides assistance to Township residents by adjacent Township emergency
personnel.
Police Service
General police protection for Gun Plain is provided by the Allegan County Sheriff's Department
and under a contract arrangement the Township is patrolled by an officer specifically assigned to
the Township. The Sherriff’s Department is headquartered in the City of Allegan, 12 miles to the
northwest. There is also a Michigan State Police post located in the City of Wayland, approximately
13 miles to the north.
Allegan County has developed a "911" emergency notification system for county residents. All
portions of Gun Plain Township are connected to the system.
Cemetery
Township cemeteries include Woodside Cemetery along Miller Road, Hillside Cemetery on M-89, and
Ives Cemetery on 8th Street south of 105th.
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Recreational Opportunities
Parks and recreational facilities in Gun Plain are few in number. Currently, there are no dedicated
public parks within the Township; however, a large parcel of land behind the Township hall
(designated for future cemetery use), is presently being used as soccer fields. The largest land area
devoted to recreational use is the golf course at Lake Doster. At present, there are no schools within
the corporate boundaries of the Township.
Historic Sites
Generally speaking, historic resources in Gun Plain Township are scattered and do not exist in great
enough densities to form effective clusters. Apart from the former Doster settlement located near the
intersection of 106th Ave. and Doster Road, most of the Township's early settlements such as New
Aberdeen, Argenta, and Neeley are "ghost hamlets" containing few, if any, remaining historic
structures. The Township does however, contain a small but varied collection of Victorian period
houses including “Queen Anne”, and “Italianate” designs, with the latter being the more common.
Rarer styles include “Federal” and a “Midwest” styles, and “Greek Revival” design located on 106th
Street near the airport. Other historic (and prehistoric) resources and notable local landmarks include
the Red Brick Inn on 10th Street and the Township cemeteries. The intact remains of a mastodon was
found in the Township in the mid -1970s, however, the archaeological site was fully excavated and
has not been marked.
With the possible exception of the original Doster settlement, the lack of significant groupings of
historic buildings makes the creation of individual historic districts, and the tax credits they can
provide, untenable. The “Heritage Trail” that now runs through Allegan County enters Gun Plain
Township on M-89 west of Plainwell and heads north along 10th St. to Martin. It presents opportunities
for Gun Plain to reveal its history to a wider audience. The fact that many, if not most, of the resources
previously discussed are on, or in proximity to 10th St. and 106th Street, makes this portion of the route
very appealing and presents opportunities for local tourism and complementary spin-off effects such
as a heightened interest in historic preservation, and appreciation of community character.
Airport
The Plainwell Municipal Airport is located along U.S. 131 north of 106th Avenue. The airport is owned
and operated by the City of Plainwell and is licensed as a “basic utility” airport serving light, piston
driven aircraft. The airport’s primary east-west runway is 2,650 feet long and hard surfaced. Due
to obstructions near the runway ends (US-131 and 10th Street), this runway has displaced
thresholds. The obstructions reduce the effective runway length for landings; 2,121 feet in the east
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direction and 1,875 feet in the west direction. The north-south crosswind runway is a grass strip.
Its total length is 2,550 feet, but obstructions also limit its effective length to 2,282 feet for south
end approaches and 1,875 feet for north end approaches.
The State’s Zoning Enabling Act requires that local units of government take the existence of
airports within or near their jurisdictional boundaries, into consideration in the process of planning
and zoning. The intent of the legislation is to help protect airports from encroachment by
surrounding development and to ensure long range airport viability.
Utilities
Public utilities are an important consideration in the community planning process and can be an
important tool for managing growth. The availability of public utilities, particularly in rural and
semi townships is most often not universal. Therefore in the areas where public utilities are present,
greater densities are typically planned.
Water Supply System
Gun Plain’s water supply and distribution system is composed of two primary components and
each serves fairly limited areas of the township.
1. The City of Plainwell. Gun Plain Township is a wholesale customer of the City of
Plainwell. Under the water service agreement with the City, Gun Plain Township may tap
into City water mains and extend distribution lines into areas of the Township that are
adjacent to the City. The agreement allows service to up to 750 residential units consisting
of single family homes, duplex units or apartment units. Except for the Township
government buildings, non-residential customers are not permitted by the agreement. Over
110 water customers are presently served by water main extensions in the peripheral areas
to the City. They are Gore’s Addition south of Plainwell between 11th Street and Douglas;
the James Street area southeast of Plainwell between the Kalamazoo River and Riverview
Drive; and the Pine Meadows development on the north outskirts of Plainwell. Within the
same development areas there are approximately 80 vacant lots or unconnected units that
bring the approximate total number of committed units to 200. An uncommitted capacity
of approximately 500 residential units remains “nominally available” under the current
wholesale agreement with the City.
2. Lake Doster Water Supply System. This water system originated in 1987 with the
installation of two wells, a network of distribution lines and a 200,000 gallon elevated
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storage tank in the Lake Doster Area. It contains a service area of approximately 1.1 square
miles and serves approximately 375 customers. The customers include residential
customers and a golf course clubhouse. The “2005 Lake Doster Water Reliability Study”
made the following findings and projections:
Of the roughly 470 houses and vacant lots along the network of Lake Doster’s water mains,
approximately 368 were connected.
•

By 2015 all non-committed homes and vacant lots in the service district will
connect to the system and with an additional growth a total projection of nearly 550
residential customers is expected in the service area. Based on those projections
and a demand and capacity analysis of the system, no expansions to the systems
output and storage capacity are planned.

Map 13
Sanitary Sewer System
Wastewater from the areas in Gun Plain Township that are served in by the public sewer system
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is treated at the City of Plainwell’s wastewater treatment plant, located on Fairlane Street in
Plainwell. The wastewater collection system (Map 13) is owned and maintained by the Township
and treatment is provided under a sewer agreement with the City of Plainwell. Only two relatively
small areas of the Township are presently able to connect to the wastewater collection system.
They include the Lake Doster area, areas north of the City of Plainwell along 10th Street north to
the airport and four small peripheral areas on the east, south, and west of Plainwell. The following
map illustrates the sanitary sewer service districts.
Sewer customers in the township generate approximately 260,000 gallons of effluent per day. Under
the contract with the City, the flow could be allowed to double. If significant additional service areas
and customers are to be added, expansions to the collection system in the form of new lift stations
and transmission lines will be required.
Road System
The road network in Gun Plain Township is constructed in a modified grid pattern and contains the
usual hierarchy of State highway and County primary and local roads. Even though the Kalamazoo
River and Gun River do represent obstacles for completing the street grid, the mostly completed grid
system still provides a range of alternative routes throughout the Township, and effectively diffuses
traffic
The area's major east-west thoroughfare is M-89. This state highway corridor supports a tremendous
amount of commercial strip development, especially west of Gun Plain, between Plainwell and
Allegan. U.S.-131 is the major north–south arterial. It passes through the western portion of Gun Plain.
It provides easy access to the larger metropolitan areas of Kalamazoo and Grand Rapids.
Most local roads are improved, but a several unpaved segments remain.
The preceding table provides estimated 24-hour traffic counts at select locations, for three previous
time frames. The counts were taken by the Allegan County Road Commission and MDOT. The highest
recorded traffic counts have been on M-89, both west and east of Plainwell. On the local roads, the
highest volumes are found on 102nd Ave. (Starr Rd.), east of US 131, on 106th Avenue West of 9th
Street, and on Marsh Road, north of 106th Ave. While the counts on 102nd Ave. (Starr Rd.), 106th Ave.,
and Douglas have dropped in recent years, the counts on Marsh Road, Pierce and 11th St. have
increased significantly. Overall, traffic counts throughout the Township continue to be well below the
standard capacity of most two-lane paved roads, which is 8,000 vehicles per 24-hours. Within the next
15 years, traffic volumes are not expected to exceed 8,000 vehicles per 24-hours on any of the County
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Roads. Even so, the need for lane and shoulder improvements at and near key intersections should be
anticipated.

Street Segment

Table 1
Two Way 24 Hour
Traffic Counts
2002

2006

2014

102nd Ave.(Starr Rd) East of US-131

4,910

5,423

4835

106th Avenue West of 9th Street

3,723

5,316

3480

Marsh Road North of 106th Avenue

3,745

3,060

4687

Douglas North of Baseline

4,692

5,041

3356

Pierce Road East of Marsh Road

1,430

1,505

2664

Riverview Drive East of 4th Street

2,532

2,024

2080

6th Street North of Miller Road

2,969

2,351

2250

11th Street North of Kalamazoo County Line

3,656

3,490

4162

10th Street South of 110th Avenue

2,867

2,531

2511

M-89 East of Plainwell

N/A

N/A

5100

M-89 West of Plainwell

N/A

14,100

16,500

Source: Allegan County Road Commission, 2008 & 1015

The primary "bottleneck" in the street system is where M-89 passes through downtown Plainwell at
10th Street. A long discussed improvement for U.S. 131 that could help to alleviate congestion in this
problem area would be the construction of a northbound exit ramp and a southbound entrance ramp at
106th Avenue, one mile to the north of the existing interchange. The ramp could also relieve traffic
elsewhere along M-89, by offering drivers an alternative route to the central portions of the Township.
The downside of this improvement would be an increase in traffic volumes on some local roads. The
new ramps have been discussed for many years, but to date, MDOT has made no plans or commitments
for their construction.
For planning purposes, it is useful to recognize that various roads have different functions. An
understanding of these functions can lead to decisions as to the desirable use of each road segment,
necessary road right-of-way widths, and the appropriateness of adjoining land use. Below is a brief
description of four road types which are important to Gun Plain Township.
Limited Access Highway
These facilities are devoted entirely to the movement of large volumes of traffic over high speeds over
relatively long distances. These roads provide little or no direct access to individual properties
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adjoining these roads. U.S.-131 is an example, and because of US-131, Gun Plain Township is within
a reasonable commute to jobs within West Michigan, making it an attractive place to live.
Major Arterial Roads (State Highways and County Primaries)
The major function of these roads is to move a good volume of traffic within and through an area. A
secondary function is to provide access to adjacent land areas. In Gun Plain Township the major
arterials include M-89 and the county primary roads; 106th Avenue, Marsh Road, Pierce Road, North
2nd Street, Riverview Drive, Douglass Avenue and 10th Street. There are approximately 29 miles of
major arterials in the Township.
Minor Arterial/Collector Streets (County Locals)
Minor arterials and collector streets provide routes for internal traffic movement within a community
and connect local land areas with the major arterial road system. Unlike the major arterials, providing
direct access to adjacent properties is an important function of minor arterial or collector roads. In terms
of road mileage, the largest percentage in Gun Plain falls under this classification. Over time, as
development in the Township increases, traffic volumes along minor arterial roads will also increase.
Some minor arterial roads may eventually become major roads due to traffic increases, and for this
reason, a degree of access control is important. Access control, should as a minimum include measures
that maintain generous distances between driveways. There are a total of approximately 49.5 miles of
minor arterial/collector streets in the Township. Of these, 16.7 miles are unpaved.
Feeder Streets (County locals)
The sole function of feeder streets (also a type of county local road), is to provide access to adjoining
properties. In many cases, thru-traffic is discouraged. Examples in Gun Plain Township are found in
its’ many subdivisions. Feeder Streets become more numerous as more subdivision development takes
place. Private roads are also classified as feeder streets. There are approximately 8 1/2 miles of public
feeder streets, and a similar number and length of private feeder streets in the Township. The majority
of new feeder streets are, constructed and maintained as private streets. That trend correlates directly
to the rise in popularity of the site condominium form of residential subdivision development. In those
developments, property owner associations are mandatory and private street ownership and
maintenance is facilitated.
All-weather Routes and Seasonal Roads
In Gun Plain Township several of the primary roads, and US-131 and M-89 are classified as “all
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weather routes.” This means that they are built to withstand the freeze/thaw conditions of early spring
and seasonal weight restrictions are not imposed during the winter-spring transition.
The Allegan County Road Commission has also established a “seasonal” county road system. Seasonal
roads are under the Road Commission’s jurisdiction, but are closed to public travel and will not be
maintained during the months of November through April. When placing a road on the seasonal
system, the volume of motor vehicle traffic that uses the road, land use and the number of principal
residences along the road, grade variations, concealed obstructions, road alignment and other
topographical features that effect snow removal equipment is considered. Within Gun Plain only a 0.12
mile long segment of 110Th Ave., west of Doster Rd., and a 0.7 mile long segment of 2nd St., north of
M-89, are classified as seasonal roads.
Map 14 illustrates the Township’s street network and further summarizes the number of miles
represented by the various street types. Additional street inventory information is included in the
appendix.
Internet and Broadband.
Infrastructure such as , water, sewer, electricity, and roads are governed by recognized and well
excepted technical and legal standards and the networks and systems that municipalities and
private utility companies use in providing these utilities are well understood. This not the case with
the infrastructure associated with the high speed transmission of data via the internet. The speed
at which the internet “platforms” operate and ultimately the usefulness of these private delivery
systems, are highly variable.
“Broadband” refers to high-speed data transmission where a single cable can carry a large amount
of data at once. The most common types of internet broadband connections are cable modems
(which use the same connection as cable TV) and DSL modems (which use an existing phone
line). With a goal of improving internet access for all Americans and closing the digital gap
between rural and urban areas, the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) recently updated
its "broadband benchmark speeds" (essentially, its definition of “broadband”), to 25 megabits per
second (Mbps) for downloads and 3 Mbps for uploads. While cable and fiber optic services, and
some newer mobile data providers can easily meet the new 25 Mbps standard for downloads and
3 Mbps standard for uploads, others cannot. DSL is delivered over telephone lines and generally
never reaches the new download threshold and under the new definition. As a result, roughly 20%
of American households are not considered as having broadband access.
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As part of an effort to facilitate
technology planning locally, “Connect
Michigan”, a non-profit organization, in
partnership with the Michigan Public
Service

Commission,

conducted

a

county wide survey of existing and
potential broadband subscribers. Of the
227 individuals from Gun Plain that
responded,
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(12%)

stated

that

broadband service was not available at
their address; and, eight (3%) indicated
that it was too expensive. Of the 199
respondents that use broadband, 70
(35%) have their primary broadband
internet service via cable subscription,
27 (14%) through mobile or wireless air
card; 13 (7%) through satellite based
internet, 8 (4%) by way of a fixed/tower
based wireless connection; and 2 (1%)
with a dedicated T-1 line. In addition
those that directly indicated that they do
not have broadband access, thirty nine
subscribers (20% of the respondents) obtain internet service via DSL lines. Because of its’
relatively slow speed, it can be argued that DSL customers do not, in effect, have broadband
internet service either.
A comparison of the FCC’s "broadband benchmark speeds" of 25 Mbps for downloads and 3 Mbps
for uploads, to the speeds at which the various local service providers operate (Table 2), and to the
survey suggests the following:
•

•
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As many as 20% of area users rely on DSL lines. That percentage of users and
perhaps more, may not have “effective” broadband service, even though alternative
service may be available, and
Local non-DSL providers may need to improve their service and/or the cost of their
offerings if “effective” broadband is to be made available to all residents of Gun
Plain Township.
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Table 2
Allegan County Broadband Providers
PROVIDER
Allendale
Telephone
Company
Barry County
Telephone Co.
Barry County
Telephone Co.
Bloomingdale
Telephone Co. Inc.
Bloomingdale
Telephone Co., Inc.
Camp Comm.
Services, Inc.
Cellco Partnership &
Affiliated Entities
Charter Comm. Inc.
Comcast Cable
Comm., LLC
FNW, LLC
Frontier Midstates,
Inc.
Frontier North, Inc.
Hughes Network
Systems, LLC
I-2000, Inc.
I-2000, Inc.
JAS Networks, Inc.
Level 3 Comm., LLC
MegaPath
Corporation
MetroPCS Wireless,
Inc.
Michigan Bell
Telephone Co.
Michwave
Technologies, Inc.
Skycasters
Spacenet, Inc.
Sprint Corporation
The Iserv Company,
LLC
The Iserv Co., LLC
T-Mobile USA, Inc.

PROVIDER NAME
AcenTek

PLATFORM
DSL

END USER
Res./Bus.

MAXIMUM DOWNLOAD
SPEED
10 Mbps – 24.99 Mbps

MAXIMUM UPLOAD
SPEED
768 Kbps – 1.4

Message
Express
Internet
Barry Co. Telephone Co.

Fixed Wireless

Res./Bus.

3 Mbps – 5.99 Mbps

768 Kbps – 1.49 Mbps

DSL

Res./Bus.

10 Mbps – 24.99 Mbps

768 Kbps – 1.49 Mbps

Bloomingdale
Communications, Inc.
Bloomingdale
Communications, Inc.
West Michigan Wireless
ISP
Verizon Wireless

DSL

Res. Only

6 Mbps – 9.99 Mbps

768 Kbps – 1.49 Mbps

DSL

Bus. Only

10 Mbps – 24.99 Mbps

768 Kbps – 1.49 Mbps

Fixed Wireless

Res. Only

3 Mbps – 5.99 Mbps

3 Mbps – 5.99 Mbps

Res. /Bus.

10 Mbps – 24.99 Mbps

3 Mbps – 5.99 Mbps

Charter Comm. Inc.
Comcast

Mobile
Wireless
Cable
Cable

Res. /Bus.
Res. /Bus.

100 Mbps – 999.9 Mbps
100 Mbps – 999.9 Mbps

3 Mbps – 5.99 Mbps
10 Mbps – 24.99 Mbps

Freedom Net Solutions
Frontier Midstates, Inc.

Fixed Wireless
DSL

Res. Only
Res. /Bus.

6 Mbps – 9.99 Mbps
25 Mbps – 49.99 Mbps

1.5 Mbps – 2.99 Mbps
3 Mbps – 5.99 Mbps

Frontier North, Inc.
Hughes
Network
Systems, LLC
I-2000, Inc.
I-2000, Inc.
JAS Networks
Level
3
Communications, LLC
MegaPath Corporation

DSL
Satellite

Res. /Bus.
Res. Only

25 Mbps – 49.99 Mbps
10 Mbps – 24.99 Mbps

3 Mbps – 5.99 Mbps
1.5 Mbps – 2.99 Mbps

DSL
Fixed Wireless
DSL
Fiber

Res. /Bus.
Res. /Bus.
Res. /Bus.
Bus. Only

6 Mbps – 9.99 Mbps
6 Mbps – 9.99 Mbps
10 Mbps – 24.99 Mbps
1 Gbps and up

768 Kbps – 1.49 Mbps
1.5 Mbps – 2.99 Mbps
3 Mbps – 5.99 Mbps
1 Gbps and up

DSL

Bus. Only

3 Mbps – 5.99 Mbps

3 Mbps – 5.99 Mbps

MetroPCS Wireless, Inc.

Mobile
Wireless
DSL

Res. /Bus.

Map 14
1.5 Mbps – 2.99 Mbps

1.5 Mbps – 2.99 Mbps

Res. Only

25 Mbps – 49.99 Mbps

6 Mbps – 9.99 Mbps

Fixed Wireless

Res. Only

3 Mbps – 5.99 Mbps

768 Kbps – 1.49 Mbps

Satellite
Satellite

Res. Only
Res. Only

6 Mbps – 9.99 Mbps
768 Kbps – 1.49 Mbps

1.5 Mbps – 2.99 Mbps
200 Kbps – 767 Kbps

Mobile
Wireless
DSL

Res. /Bus.

6 Mbps – 9.99 Mbps

1.5 Mbps – 2.99 Mbps

Res. /Bus.

6 Mbps – 9.99 Mbps

200 Kbps – 767 Kbps

Res. /Bus.
Res. /Bus.

3 Mbps – 5.99 Mbps
10 Mbps – 24.99 Mbps

3 Mbps – 5.99 Mbps
6 Mbps – 9.99 Mbps

AT&T Michigan
Michwave
Technologies, Inc.
Skycasters
StarBand
Communications
Sprint
Iserv
Iserv
T-Mobile

Fiber
Mobile
Wireless
Satellite
DSL

ViaSat, Inc.
ViaSat, Inc.
Res. Only
10 Mbps – 24.99 Mbps
Windstream
Cavalier Telephone
Res. Only
6 Mbps – 9.99 Mbps
Communications
Source: Connect Michigan, 7109 West Saginaw Highway, Lansing, MI 48917,info@connectmi.org
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3 Mbps – 5.99 Mbps
768 Kbps – 1.49 Mbps

POPULATION AND ECONOMIC CHARACTERISTICS
Population
The 2010 U.S. Census and subsequent sample surveys conducted by the U.S. Census Bureau provide
the most recent population profile of Gun Plain Township and is the basis for the information presented
below. While much of the data is now nearly a decade old, it is none-the-less reasonably accurate for
purposes of understanding the composition of the community, making comparisons and identifying
important trends. The following table and graph shows that growth in the Township has been
substantial and has progressed at a steady pace between 1970 and 2000. From 2000 to 2005, the growth
rate in fact is dramatic. The economic downturn that Michigan has experienced in mid-decade has also
slowed growth locally, however. This underscores the fact that growth is often cyclical and leads to
the conclusion that the rapid increases seen early in the decade are not likely carry through the
remainder of the decade.
Table 3
Total Population Growth
Decade

Population

Increase/Decrease

% In Decade

1970
1980
1990
2000
2010
Est. 2015

3721
4295
4754
5637
5895
6243

574
459
883
258
348

15.4%
10.7%
18.6%
4.6%
5.9%

Source: 2000 , 2010 U.S. Census Bureau and. 2015 population estimate based on the 2000 to 2010 trend between
prepared by WMRPC.

Suburban to rural townships in West Michigan tend to have fairly homogeneous populations and this is the
case with Gun Plain Township. Nearly 97.6 % of the population is white. The remainder of the population
is represented by a variety of other races including African Americans (1.3%) Native Americans (1.0%),
Asian (0.4%), and all other races (0.8%). Just over two percent (2.2%) of the population is listed as Hispanic
or Latino. That is an increase of over one percent from the last decade.
Though the Township is very homogeneous by race, considerable variation exists in the ancestry of the
population. Ancestry backgrounds and reflect more than 30 different groups. By size the most significant of
Township’s ancestral groups are German (14.5%), Dutch decent (approximately 10.2%), English (10.9
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%), Irish descent (approximately 6.7%) , French and French Canadian (3.3 %), Italian (3.6%), and Polish
(2.6%)
Figure 1

Race - Gun Plain Township - 2010
Source: U.S. Census Bureau
Asian, 25
American Indian &
Alaska Native, 59

Some other race, 47

White, 5751

Other, 210
Black or African
American, 79

In 2010 there were approximately 2170 households in Gun Plain, up from 2,038 households in the
Township in 2000. Seventy eight percent of households consist of blood-related families, down from 80%
in 2000, but higher than Allegan County as a whole, where on average, only 73.8% of Households are
blood related.
The average household size is approximately 2.71 persons, down slightly from 2.076 in the year 2000.
The average family size is 3.04, also down slightly, from 3.06 persons. In 2010, approximately 65% of
the population 15 years and older was married, 22 % were separated, divorced, or widowed, and 17% single
(never married).
In 2010, educational attainment levels for persons 25 years and older were as follows: 93.4% had
completed 4 years of high school and 26.3 % had at least a college bachelors degree. The 2010 levels show
significant improvement over 2000 when 87% had completed high school and 24% had a bachelors degree.
Educational attainment in the Township continues to outpace the levels in Allegan County. In 2010, high
school education attainment was approximately six percentage points higher than in Allegan County as a
whole, and the college degree attainment level of 26.3% wa approximately seven percent higher than the
county average of 19.4%.
The Township's 2010 median age was 41.7 years, up 12.1% from the 2000 census when the median was
37.2 years. The Township’s median age remains more than two years older than the Allegan County and
state averages, which in 2010 stood at 39.3 and 38.1 years respectively. In 1990, the median age in Gun
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plain was only 33.1 years. Consistent with state and national trends it is very clear that Gun Plain
Township’s population is aging and Gun Plain is not likely to escape the social, health and fiscal
implications associated with the aging population.
A good measure of change within a community can be obtained by comparing age distribution over time.
This helps to determine, for example, the type of housing demands and recreational facilities that may be
needed. Where a large segment of residents are younger, the community might benefit from child care
and playground facilities. If there are a small number of retirees, one conclusion could be that older
persons are being forced to move away due to a lack of senior living opportunities. Conversely, a higher
than average number of retirement age persons may reflect the existence of a large nursing home or a
retirement community.
In the past, Gun Plain Township's population was distributed by age in a classic pyramidal shape as
illustrated by the 1990 age group comparisons included in Figure 2. In 1990 and 2000, the 18 to 44
age bracket contained the highest percentage of the population. Since 1990 however, the percentage of
the population in that age group has fallen consistently, from nearly 40% to approximately 26%.
Mature Families, ages 45 to 64, now represent the highest percentage of the population. The
population over the age of 45 now represent over 48% of the population. In 1990, barely 30% of the
Township’s population was over 45.
Figure 2
Gun Plain Township

AGE GROUP MAKEUP-CHANGE OVER TIME
% of population

Source: U.S. Census
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25-44
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7

23.1

34.1

26.23
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2010

3.7

23.8

26.4

34.8

13.5

The family forming age group (18 to 44) has historically been the prime wage earning population. A
high number was indicative of an area with a strong demand for single-family housing, schools, and
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recreational facilities. History has also shown that in general, as the relative numbers in this age group
decline, the relative demand for new single family homes also declines.
In Gun Plain Township, only 24.6 % of the population now falls in the family forming age group and
nearly thirty five percent (34.8%) now fall into the “mature families (45 to 64) bracket. The mature
families age group is essentially the beginning of the empty–nester group, and has the highest disposable
incomes. Empty nesters in general, also have a reduced need for housing space.
Taken together, the age statistics of Gun Plain Township are now indicative of less demand for the
traditional starter home, and increased demand for empty nester housing (such as the resort style housing
at Doster Lake, and senior living opportunities.
Often the demand for empty nester housing in rural townships is filled in nearby villages and towns.
Since Gun Plain Township does not presently support a senior living /retirement housing facility, some
in this age group will tend to move elsewhere, and combined with mortality, here as elsewhere, there is
a noticeably steep drop off in the relative population numbers between the mature family and retirement
age groups. Within Gun Plain, the drop off has been lessened by a large number of retirement age people
that continue to stay or move into the Doster Lake Community.
In some communities, an aging population is also indicative of a potential future demand for passive
recreational facilities that older residents might enjoy. A demand for walking trails and indoor
community gathering spaces and a shift away from support for active facilities such as ball fields and
tennis courts are examples.
Income
Median household income and per capita income are traditional indices that are used to measure
the economic strength of an area. Income levels are also useful indicators that may parallel
disparities between communities in such areas as educational attainment and skill level. Income
can also have land use implications. People with high incomes often invest more in their homes
and generally have higher disposable income. These factors generally equate to higher property
values, more support for nearby commercial activity, larger homes and more cars per family.
In 2013 the U.S. Census Bureau placed the per capita income for Gun Plain Township at $27,544.
That figure is $4400 higher than in 1999. For Allegan County, the recent per capita figure was
considerably lower than Gun Plain’s and stood at $24,140. The percentage of people in the
Township living below the poverty level stood at 7.9% in 2013. In 1999 is was only 5.5%. By
comparison, the 2013 poverty level for the County as a whole stood at 13.5%, and in 1999 it was
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only 7.3%. The poverty figures for both the Township and Allegan County continue to be several
percentage points better than the state averages, which in 2013 stood at 16.8%.
The rise in the poverty rates at the same time that per capita incomes are rising demonstrates that
a widening gap between lower income and higher income persons that exists nationally also exists
locally.
Figure 3
Comparison of Median Household
Incomes in Neighboring Communities
2010
80,000
70,000
60,000
50,000
40,000
30,000
20,000
10,000
0

$68,150

$71,084

$69,582
$55,542
$47,604

Gun Plain

Otsego Twp.

Martin Twp.

City Of Plainwell Prairieville Twp

Source; 2010 U.S. Census

In 1989 the median household income in the Township was $37,392. By 2010, income had
increased to $68,150. The Township’s median household income figure compares with $59,505
for the County and $60,793 in Michigan. Figure 3 compares Gun Plain’s family income with those
of several adjacent townships and the City of Plainwell. It shows while Gun Plain Township family
income compares favorably with Otsego and Prairieville Township and is substantially higher than
those of Martin and the City of Plainwell.
Housing Characteristics
There were 2,418 housing units in Gun Plain Township at the time of the 2010 census. Between
2000 and 2010, there was a net increase of 105 dwelling units, or 4.8%. In comparison, the
decade earlier saw an increase of 646 units, for an increase of nearly a 30%. The age of the
Township’s housing stock is typical of suburban to rural areas which have experienced most of
their growth since World War II and of bedroom communities serving people employed in
nearby towns and metropolitan areas.
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Figure 4

Housing Units By Year Built
Source: 2009-2013 American Community Survey
*Est. based on Bldg permit reports, PCI

Since 2010*- 35
1%
2000 -2009- 341
14%

Prior to 1940 -230
9%
1940-1949-95
4%

1950-1959 - 348
14%
1990-1999 -465
19%

1980-1989 -351
14%

1970-1979 - 428
18%

1960-1969 -160
7%

Roughly 9% of the homes in the Township were built prior to 1939, 18.3% were built between
1940 and 1959, 6.6% between 1960 and 1969, 17.7% between 1970 and 1979, 14.5% between
1980 and 1989, 19.2% between 1900 and 1999 and 14.1% between 2000 and 2009.
Table 4 gives the number and percentage of occupied dwelling units, by type, within Gun Plain
Township for the year 2010 and for the previous decade. In 2010, the large majority of the units
(87.2%) continue to be conventional single-family homes, with the second largest category being
mobile homes (approximately 9% percent). The remaining units (3.5%) are contained in two or
multiple-family structures. Based upon building permits and empirical observations, there has been
very little change in the mix of housing style and almost all dwelling units constructed since 2000
have been have been site built, single family homes.
Gun Plain Township presently supports two mobile home communities and almost all of the
manufactured homes in Gun Plain are sited within them. In 2013 the U.S. Census Bureau estimated
that the percentage of homes categorized as manufactured homes stood at just over 9% which is
down from 15% in 2000. Less than 4% of the housing stock is comprised of various forms of
attached and multi-family units.
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Table 4
Occupied Housing Units by Type

Single Family Home
Two Family
Multi-Family (3 or more
units)
Mobile Homes
Total

# in
2000
1810
41
16

Percent in
2000
82.6%
1.9%
0.7%

# in
2013
2018
62
16

Percent in
2013
87.2%
2.7%
0.7%

324
2191

14.8%
100%

214
2296

9.3%
100%

Source; 2000 U.S. Census & 2013 U.S. Census sample survey

Many communities attempt to
maintain the percentages of
Figure 5

Estimated Housing Units By Type
Township - 2013
Source: U.S. Census Bureau, American Community
Duplexes,
Survey
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above,

the

manufactured

percentage
homes

of

within

mobile home communities at
less than 20% and the remaining
housing styles such as tenant and
owner occupied multi-family

Single
Family,
87.2%

dwellings and duplexes at less
than 10%. Gun Plain’s ratios of
conventional homes to mobile

homes and tenant occupied multi-family units are well within this suggested framework.
Approximately 80% of residences use well and septic systems and approximately 20%
(approximately 500 homes) are connected to public water, and a similar number are served by
public sewer.
In 2010, the 89.9% of the occupied housing units in Gun Plain Township were owner occupied
and 10.1 percent or 219 units were renter occupied . Home ownership declined and rental
occupancy increased by 2.4 % between 2000 and 2010.
The median value of homes in 2010 was $158,700, up from the 2000 estimate of $131,100. For
the 219 renter occupied units, all paid a monthly rate of less than $1500 and the median rent was
$697.00 in 2010.
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The ratio of renter occupied homes to owner-occupied homes is also a measure of the health of a
community. Many growing communities try to maintain a 3:1 or better ratio of owner-occupied to
rental housing within the market. Even though the ratio has fallen from 14 to 1 to 10 to 1, the Gun
Plain Township ratio remains well above rule of thumb ratio or 3:1.
In 2010, 5.5% of the housing stock (126 units) were vacant. Of the homes not considered rental,
the vacancy rate was only 1.3%. For rental units, the vacancy rate was 11.9 %. As a rule, when
overall housing vacancy rates exceed 5%, community stability may begin to be a concern and
when vacancy rates exceed 10%, there is a good chance that the community is experiencing
problems of blight. On a positive note, many of the vacancies that Gun Plain Township and other
communities experienced were a direct result of foreclosures prevalent during the recent housing
crisis. Since 2010, the housing market has stabilized and it can be generally observed that the
higher than normal vacancy rates experienced during that time, have fallen.
Over the years, Gun Plain Township has experienced a slight decrease in population per occupied
dwelling unit. In 1980, there was an average of 2.89 persons per dwelling unit, 2.82 in 1990, 2.76
in 2000, and in 2010, the average household size was 2.71. For owner occupied units, the 2010
average was 2.69 persons, and for renter occupied units, it was 2.96 persons. The downward trend
coincides with a noticeable trends both locally and nationwide toward smaller family units (i.e.
single parent households and/or fewer children) and increased numbers of empty nesters.
Employment
The Census Bureau estimates that in 2013 there were 4742 persons 16 years and over in the local
Gun Plain Township labor force. The unemployment rate at that time was approximately 10.5%.
The 2010 census revealed that the average worker in the local labor force took approximately 29
minutes to travel to work. That is 4 minutes longer than the average travel time in 2000. Less than
1.0% of workers walked to work and 4.3% worked at home. In 200, the number of persons working
at home stood at 4.9 %. These statistics reinforce the characterization of Gun Plain Township as a
“bedroom community” where more and more of its residents travel ever increasing distances to
work in other communities.
The following table illustrates occupations broken down into U.S. Census categories for Township,
Allegan County, and the State of Michigan.
Table 5
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Employment By Industries-2013

Industry Sector
Agriculture, forestry, fishing and hunting, and
mining
Construction
Manufacturing
Wholesale trade
Retail trade
Transportation and warehousing, and utilities
Information
Finance and insurance, and real estate and rental and
leasing
Professional, scientific, and management, and
administrative and waste management services
Educational services, and health care and social
assistance
Arts, entertainment, and recreation, and
accommodation and food services
Other services, except public administration
Public administration

Gun Plain Township
%
Employment
employed
in sector
3.1%
86

3.9%

State of
Michigan
%
employed in
sector
1.4%

Allegan
County
% employed
in sector

100
737
41
252
150
96
118

3.6%
26.6%
1.5%
9.1%
5.4%
3.5%
4.3%

6.6%
24.9%
4.0%
10.6%
4.2%
0.9%
3.9%

4.8%
16.9%
2.5
11.6%
4.1%
1.6%
5.5%

208

7.4%

7.1%

9.2%

574

20.7%

18.6%

24.2%

184

6.6

7.2%

9.4%

162
63

5.9
2.3

5.6%
2.6%

4.9%
3.8%

Source: U.S. Census, American Fact Finder American Community Survey, 5 year estimates, 2009-20013

The manufacturing sector is by far the largest single employment sectors, followed by educational
and health care, and professional and scientific and management sectors. The breakdown for the
Township is generally consistent that the County and State averages, but there a somewhat higher
percentage of employment in manufacturing locally, than at the county and state levels.
In terms of occupations, over 36% workers fall into the management, business, science and
professional category, 25.4% in the sales and clerical category, 20% in production and
transportation, 10.9 % in service and 2.7 in farming, construction and repair. The management,
business, science and professional occupations can be characterized by higher wage rates than
most of the other careers. The percentage of workers in that category is s therefore consistent with
the income information for the township which show the Township's per capita and household
income to be higher than some of the neighboring jurisdictions that are more dependent upon
farming and manufacturing employment.
Table 6 provides 2004 and 2010 region-wide employment numbers and makes forecasts to the
year 2020. In 2011, when the forecasts in Table 5 were made, the greatest employment growth was
projected in the sectors of professional and business services, education and health, manufacturing
(durable and non-durable), services, leisure and hospitality, and construction. It is noteworthy that
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every sector of employment shed jobs between 2004 and 2010. Both during the recession and
afterward, relative losses and rates of growth in each of the sectors have proven to hold course,
however and there is a shift away from manufacturing to a more diversified service economy. So
while manufacturing employment in West Michigan is still expected to be significant, in the
upcoming years, most job growth is anticipated in the professional and business services and in
health and education and health sectors.
Table 6
Industry Employment Forecasts
Kent, Allegan and Ottawa County Area
Industry
Natural Resources &
Mining
Construction
Manufacturing
Durable Goods
Non-Durable Goods
Service Providing Industries
Wholesale Trade
Retail Trade
Transportation;
Warehousing & Utilities
Information (Publishingtelecom)
Finance & Insurance
Real Estate
Professional & Business
Services
Education & Health
Services
Leisure and Hospitality
Other
Government

Employment Employment
in 2004
in 2010
390
330

Forecasted
Increase
Forecasted
in #
% Change
-40
-12.6

25,1990

16950

19,390

2440

14.4

82,890
33,260

58110
30160

64,310
31,510

6200
1350

10.7
4.5

27,200
52,780
15,820

23,400
43,430
14,450

25,560
46,320
15,850

2250
2890
1400

9.6
6.7
9.7

6,500

4780

4880

100

2.0

18,190
5,340
63,580

16,530
4420
60,710

17,960
4820
79,290

1430
400
18,580

8.7
9.0
30.6

96,580

100,220

11,4850

14,630

14.6

39,740
21,430
17,530

39,010
19,410
14,430

42,220
20,600
14810

3210
1190
380

8.2
6.1
2.7

Source: Michigan Department of Labor & Economic Growth
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Chapter 5
PLANNING ANALYSIS
Population Trends and Projections
Population trends refer to the historical direction a community has followed in respect to its population counts
while population projections refer to the direction a community is anticipated to follow in future years. The
Township has followed a steadily increasing population trend over the past 45 years in reaching its current
population. The following graph shows that growth in the Township has been substantial and has progressed
at a steady pace between 1970 and 2010. Growth occurred at a fast pace during the first half of the last decade
before falling off in 2007, just before the onset of the “great recession” nationwide. Empirical observations
as well as recent building permit data shows that growth is once again occurring, but at slow to moderate
pace, compared to the growth experience in the 90’s and early 2000’s . The past economic downturn and the
current recovery, both underscore the fact that growth and development is often cyclical. Future growth and
development projections must therefore take into account both upturns and downturns in the economy.
Historical growth trends over the last 20, 30 and 40 years will reflect those ups and downs and are useful as
models on which to base future projections
Population projections are

Figure 6

Population Trends
Source U.S. Census and WMRPC

a bridge between the present
and the future in the planning
process and help to predict

8000

future land use requirements as

6000

well as the demand for various

4000

public services and capital

2000

improvements. Population

0
1970

1980

1990

2000

2010

2015

projections are, however, only
refined estimates of what the

future might hold, for it is clearly impossible to precisely forecast the results of economic trends
coupled with untold individual and public decisions. Projections are essentially "guestimates"
from which planning decisions are made.
Statistical averaging techniques have been employed to project the Township's population growth
to the year 2030. The projections anticipate that over the next 15 years the Township’s population
is likely to continue to increase at a rate close to the average historical rate. In other words the
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Township’s

population

will

continue

to

represent approximately the same proportion of

Figure 7

the County's overall population in the future as

Population Projections
Source: U.S. Census and WMRPC

it does today. The population projections
presented indicate an additional 1000 persons

8000

by the year 2030. In contrast, a high prediction,

6000

that assumes a return to a rapid growth, such as

4000

experienced between 1995 and 2005, could

2000

result in a 2030 population of 8325 people,

0

roughly 2000 more individuals than today.

2000

2010

2015

2020

2030

Actual growth will of course be dependent on regional, state and national economic conditions,
but growth can be influenced by local land use and development policies, especially in terms of
how it is allowed to impact an area.
Table 7
Population Projections
Gun Plain Township and Allegan County

Gun Plain
Allegan County

2000
5637
105,665

2010
5895
111,408

2015
6243
118232

2020
6592
125053

2030
7289
138659

Projected 2010 to 2030
Increase
23.6%
24.46%

Source: The Gun Plain Twp. and Allegan County, 2015, 2020 and 2030 projections are the averages of high medium and low
projections published by WMRPC. They are based on a combination of percentage and arithmetic change over 10, 20 , 30 and 40
years.

Residential Land Needs
The number of future housing units within a community can be estimated by utilizing a statistical
formula. By dividing the projected population count by the average number of persons per
dwelling unit in 2010, the projected number of housing units for various years is obtained. Table
8 presents projected total dwelling units based on the population projections found in Table 7. By
the year 2030, results in an estimate of 569 additional housing units are expected, a nearly
Table 8
Dwelling Unit Projections
Gun Plain Township
Ave. 2010
people per
dwelling

2010

2015

2.44
2418
2559
Source: Data extrapolated from 2010 Census,
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2020

2030

Projected Increase
from 2010 to 2030

2713

2987

569

24 percent increase over the 20 year period, but substantially lower than the 44% increase projected
when the Master Plan was originally adopted in 2010. Converting the projected increase in
dwelling units into raw land requirements results in the following estimates:
-

609 acres of land used at 1 dwelling per developable acre plus roads (Medium Density.
1202 acres of land used at .5 units per acre, plus roads (2 acre zoning/Low density
Residential.
174 acres of land used at 2 units per acre (Medium Density Residential)

Non-Residential Land Needs
In addition to location, the amount of land area that gets allocated in each category of land use is
one of the primary challenges and functions of land use planning process. Table 9 uses the
projected population of the Township and applies basic planning standards or “rules of thumb” to
determine rough projected additional acreage requirements for retail, industrial, and recreational
land for 2030. Due to “build out potential” far beyond each 15 or 20 year planning horizon, the
amount of land that is ultimately allocated in each category is often significantly greater than the
projected need, especially in rural areas where “raw land” is plentiful.
Table 9
Non-Residential Land Needs

Retail and service uses (41 sf.
per capita x 3/43560)
Industrial (.5 to .6 workers per
person x 1 ac. per 10 to 20
workers)
Recreation and Open Space
(11 ac./1000 persons)

Current Need 1

2030 Projected Need

16.6 acres

4 additional/20.6 total acres

145 to 317 acres

182 to 437acres

64.8 acres

80 acres

Sources: Development Impact Assessment Handbook, ULI, 1994
Population Projections, WMRPC
1
Current standard reflects the estimated land need based the application of ULI ratios to the est. 2015 population. It
does not reflect a current land inventory.

Projection Summary
The forecasts presented above assume that the Township will continue to direct growth in the same
essential patterns exhibited in the past. However, the growth of housing and population will be
strongly impacted by trends experienced within the larger geographic region. This involves
consideration of the growth characteristics of the Otsego/Plainwell sub-region, the Grand
Rapids/Holland Metropolitan area, and the Kalamazoo metropolitan area. Major determinants of
future population and housing growth will include the following:
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•

The availability and ability to extend public utilities.

•

The continued availability of jobs locally and within commuting distance.

•

The economic health of other nearby industries and the ability to attract other forms of
economic development.

•

The effectiveness of local growth management attempts and the quantity of housing
development accommodated.

•

Future gasoline/energy prices and their effect on people’s willingness to commute long
distances to work. The quality of roads, congestion, and the travel time to and from the
area will also affect people's willingness to commute.

•

The quality of life in terms of the availability and quality of local support services required
for development. These include police and fire protection, streets and sidewalks, parks and
the quality schools and shopping opportunities.

Development Implications
The preceding chapters and sections of the Master Plan have described the existing land use,
socioeconomic, and demographic conditions in Gun Plain Township. This section draws from
that data and the survey presented in the appendices. Following are some of the key planning
issues or concerns that the Future Land Use Plan must address:
1. Developing solutions to balance the need and desire to preserve farmland and rural
character while not squelching private property rights and desirable economic
development is very important in the planning process. Restrictive zoning and
voluntary preservation options such as the Purchase of Development Rights (PDR) and
the Transfer of Development Rights (TDR) and other farmland preservation
techniques must be recognized as methods by which to preserve farmland. In
cooperation with Allegan County's farmland preservation initiatives, the Township can
facilitate the utilization of these voluntary methods.
2. The demand for rural living on the part of millennials is less than that of the baby boomer
generation and coupled with the slow recovery in the housing market, the edge has been
taken off strong housing demand and suburban sprawl. Nonetheless, the Township's rural
character and easy access are likely to continue as attractions to the area, particularly
second home and retirement home buyers. Their desire for elbow room, and clean air
will continue to result in the conversion of farmland to residential use and as the
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countryside is slowly converted to homes and other uses, the features that first attracted
families to the community are eliminated.
3. By requiring higher density residential development to locate in strategic areas around
the Township (where residential and commercial development concentrations
already exist and where public utilities are most likely to be extended in the future),
open space can be preserved elsewhere in the Township. This helps to meet housing
needs of the area, places priority on preserving open space and farmland, and creates
ability to better plan for economically feasible public utilities.
4. Strip development and dense development scattered haphazardly throughout the
Township, will fail to enhance or preserve rural character and will inevitably degrade
environmental quality. Mixed use developments, cluster development, conservation
subdivisions, and open space preservation regulations are mechanisms that can be more
fully utilized to preserve rural character and open space. These are constructive
growth management tools that should be considered for full implementation in Gun
Plain Township. Combined with PDR and TDR options and overlay regulations
designed to protect stream corridors and other important natural features, Gun Plain
Township will be in a better position to manage its rural resources.
5. As in all communities, a full range of housing styles and opportunities should exist in the
Township. Wherever possible, this requires the proactive allocation of utilities and
sufficient land areas for manufactured housing communities and various other housing
styles and densities.
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Chapter 6
GOALS AND OBJECTIVES
Planning goals are strategic statements that express and define the community's future. They
provide long-range direction for virtually all planning activities. For that reason there needs to be
a good understanding of the community’s planning goals, in terms of the physical direction that
they are leading you, and in terms of social, economic and regulatory implications. Equally
important, there needs to be a consensus among the elected officials and the Planning Commission
that the goals stated in the Master Plan are relevant, realistic and reflective of the overall needs
and desires of residents and land owners. For these reasons, it is crucial that elected officials and
the Planning Commission periodically review and revalidate its planning goals and the tools that
it uses to achieve its goals.
A community's Goals and Objectives are related and co-dependent.
•

A goal is a broad general statement of a final purpose or ambition; A position or
situation which a community seeks to achieve.

•

An objective is a specific action position that is specifically needed to accomplish
a goal. Objectives are most often directive in tone and often referred to as "policy
statements"

The following Goals and Objectives build upon the goals and objectives included in the previous
Master Plan They were refined subsequent to a process of identification and discussion of a number
of current and emerging development issues. That process included analysis of demographic and
development trends, discussions with Township officials and very importantly, after consideration
of the views and concerns of individual citizens obtained during a property owner survey. The
results of the survey are included in the appendix.
The statements below are listed by topic areas. Following each goal are objectives that serve to
state the specific means of achieving the desired goal.
Goal # 1: Preserve agricultural land and the rural character of the Township.
Objectives:
•

Maintain very low density requirements for residential development in agricultural districts.

•

Retain farmland preservation standards and modify zoning ordinance to include overlay
districts and other flexible conservation zoning techniques for the protection of important
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environmental features.
•

Limit/prevent extension of water and sewer service into agricultural zones.

•

Focus residential and commercial development opportunities in zones closer to Plainwell
where services and infrastructure is more readily available.

•

Effectively utilize site plan review standards to promote landscaping that is harmonious with
the township's rural character.

•

Promote public awareness of, and enrollment in PA 116 (agricultural preservation easements)
and PA 123 (purchase of development rights) programs.

•

Encourage land trusts and land conservancy organizations to receive donations, and purchase
of easements and development rights to sensitive agricultural and open space corridors.

•

Develop standards and utilize the site plan review and the special use permitting processes to
implement standards which can be applied to structures and equipment that are ancillary to
gas and oil exploration, development, and production facilities.

Goal # 2: Preserve open space and control the size, type and location of new growth.
Objectives:
•

Effectively use density standards and open space preservation techniques in the zoning
ordinance to encourage open space development.

•

Discourage commercial "strip" development. Promote cluster development that is sensitive to
natural resources and landforms along with designated growth paths/ nodes.

•

Utilize ordinance standards and private roads to reduce curb cuts and incorporate open space
into residential development while discouraging excessive lot splits.

•

Manage residential development rates at a sustainable level consistent with the capacity of
local roads, schools and services to accommodate growth.

Goal # 3: Identify, protect and preserve sensitive historic resources and the rural ambiance of the
Township.
Objectives:
•

Raise awareness and appreciation of the scenic quality of the Township by mapping,
important view sheds, wooded areas and historic structures.
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•

Inventory historic buildings and increase awareness of historic preservation tax credit
programs.

•

Encourage preservation activities in keeping with the Secretary of the Interiors' “Standards for
Rehabilitation”.

Goal # 4: Protect the environment and conserve natural resources.
Objectives:
•

Protect local rivers and tributaries and wetlands from the encroachment of new development
through the enforcement and expansion of "greenbelt" overlay zoning.

•

Identify and substantially limit development in flood prone areas.

•

Protect the local watershed from contamination through heightened public awareness and
zoning enforcement and ensuring compliance with state and national environmental laws
during the development process.

•

Protect wildlife corridors and areas of natural habitat through zoning, easement donation/
purchase.

•

Develop guidelines and increase awareness of sustainable development practices. Build
requirements/ incentives into zoning and site plan review process.

•

Maintain wellhead protection programs in conjunction with the City of Plainwell. Incorporate
zoning and site plan review standards within wellhead protection areas that reduce the
potential for drinking water contamination.

•

Further protect groundwater and surface water resources in the Township from overuse,
diminishment, diversions, and contamination from spills and other releases of hazardous
substances or other pollutants by creating standards for structures and equipment ancillary to
gas/oil development and production operations, and similar activities. Where practical,
implement groundwater and surface water protection standards through the site plan review
and special use permitting processes.

•

Develop a township natural resources inventory. Map key resource features. Incorporate,
inventory and map into the site plan review process.

Goal # 5: Manage traffic and mitigate its environmental impact.
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Objectives:
•

Restrict/ discourage the development and/or increasing capacity of roads in predominantly
rural and agricultural portions of the township,

•

Continue to implement an access management program along M-89 and incorporate standards
in zoning and site plan review process.

•

Examine the feasibility of "traffic-calming" techniques in residential zones and children's play
areas.

•

Work with the County Road Commission and MDOT to study potential M-89 traffic benefits
and feasibility of additional entrance/ exit ramps at 106th St. /US 131 interchange.

•

Develop a commercial truck route ordinance for the Township for the betterment of traffic
flow, to protect road infrastructure and to mitigate the negative impact s that truck traffic can
have on local roads.

Goal # 6: Improve the quality and maintenance of local roads.
Objectives:
•

Work with the County Road Commission and MDOT to make regular surveys and establish
realistic but effective road maintenance and repair schedules

•

Under the direction of the above agencies, identify and resolve potential problem areas.
Incorporate repair/improvement schedule into local capital improvement plans.

Goal # 7: Complete Streets. Over time, enhance the provision of safe and comfortable routes for
walking, bicycling, and public transportation to increase use of these modes of transportation,
enable convenient , healthy and active travel as part of daily activities, reduce pollution, and meet
the needs of all users of the streets, including children, families, older adults, and people with
disabilities.
Objectives:
•

Where and when appropriate and economically feasible, integrate Complete Streets
infrastructure and design features into street design and construction to create safe and
inviting environments for all users to walk, bicycle, and use public transportation. Consider
standards applicable to private developments that will ensure the inclusion and integration of
these of these features in the process of development review and approval.
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•

Improve cooperation with the Allegan County Road Commission, Barry County Road
Commission, Kalamazoo County Road Commission, City of Plainwell, MDOT, and MDNR
so that routes for future roads and non-motorized trails are planned and coordinated well in
advance.

Goal # 8: Maintain/improve the delivery of water, sewer, and other public services.
Objectives:
•

Discourage the extension of sewer and water services into predominantly agricultural and low
density residential areas.

•

Expand utility and sewer/water services and major improvements concurrent with
development.

Goal # 9: Encourage the expansion and enhance the broadband wireless communications network
within the Township to enable faster, cheaper, and universal wireless and broadband connectivity.
Objectives:
•

Identify key stakeholders and educate them on the importance of improving the local wireless
broadband network.

•

Work with providers to utilize best practices in the deployment of new wireless
infrastructure.

•

Provide a strong public voice for advocating system enhancements on behalf of residents and
business owners.

•

Find creative synergies between local governments, business, and the wireless industry to
improve wireless broadband connectivity.

•

Work with providers to utilize best practices in the deployment of new wireless infrastructure
and remove any unnecessary zoning or other local regulatory obstacles.

Goal # 10: Improve/expand recreational opportunities for Township residents and visitors.
Objectives:
•

Support Allegan County Heritage Trail projects.

•

Continue to work with the City of Plainwell and Plainwell Community Schools to ensure an
appropriate level of Parks & Recreation opportunities for Township residents.

Chapter 7
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FUTURE LAND USE
The Master Plan and Future Land Use Map will serve as a guide for future growth. The Future
Land Use Map is a graphic manifestation of the previously presented goals and objectives and the
ideals of managed growth and physical resource protection. It takes into consideration many
factors including existing land use, land use trends, development issues, public input,
demographics, environmental resources, physical limitations and a variety of transportation and
infrastructure influences.
When looking at the Future Land Use Map at the end of this Chapter it is noticeable that most
intensive development is to occur in a radial pattern, centered on the City of Plainwell and
extending along the US 131, M-89 and other corridors. Due to the highways and easy access for
automobiles, this pattern of development is common. If not controlled, however, this linear sprawl
and a leapfrog pattern of development will threaten the Township’s remaining rural character.
Three basic planning principles can be embodied within the Master Plan to help minimize sprawls
negative effects. They include:
Utilize and Preserve Agricultural Resources. The Township continues to have a resilient
agricultural community with an abundance of productive farmland. Land fragmentation
and the proliferation of non-farm residences within the farming areas disrupt the efficiency
of farm operations and results in irreconcilable land use conflicts. The majority of new
development should be located where soils and topography are not fully conducive to
modern agricultural practices and where conflicts with farming operations will be
minimized.
Smart Growth -Efficiency and Compactness. Most development activity, whether as
singular projects, or as a series of smaller proposals with a collectively large impact, should
be directed to locations where the use of existing and planned public improvements can be
maximized. Significant development should only be zoned and allowed to occur when the
infrastructure, (roads and utilities and protective services) are capable of supporting and
sustaining it. Where allowed, rural residential clusters of homes should use natural and
man-made boundaries and landmarks to create defined neighborhoods and to create
sufficient buffers between home sites and nearby agricultural operations.
Protection of Natural Systems. Natural areas and open space define much of the area’s
visual and physical character. Special attention is required to protect environmentally
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sensitive areas, particularly along the rivers and streams and around lakes. Environmentally
focused planning and regulatory tools are required to protect shorelines, wetlands and
floodplains and to preserve key natural habitats and wildlife populations.
General Overview
An obvious aspect of the Future Land Use Map is the acceptance of moderate in-fill growth of
single-family housing in the M-89 corridor and north along US-131, west of 10th Street. Ideally,
new development along these corridors will be clustered and not the type of linear “rural sprawl”
development which characterizes much of the M-89 corridor between Otsego and Allegan.
Additionally, the Gun River basin in the interior portions of the Township are designated as
“agricultural and open space” and “very low density residential”. Coupled with similar
designations in the south, along the Kalamazoo River, the “agricultural/open space” and “very
low density residential” designations encompass nearly three fourths of the Township’s land area.
Another highlight of the Future Land Use Map is the rationalization that commercial and industrial
development within the Township must be controlled. Neighborhood commercial continues to be
indicated for the 10th Street corridor from the airport south to the City of Plainwell and in the east,
at 106th Avenue and Doster Road. West of the freeway, an area bounded by the Gun River on the
north and Miller Road on the south continues to be identified as future general commercial/light
industrial as does the area along M-89 west of Plainwell due to relatively good highway access
consistency with existing land use patterns. In the southwest corner of the township, various areas,
along and near Douglas Road continue to be identified as being appropriate for general commercial
or light industrial use. It is noteworthy however, that the overall extent of the commercial and light
industrial areas in the southwest have been scaled back from the previous plan. This has been done
in the effort to better control sprawl and commercial strip development and to promote a
transitional land use pattern southward to rural residential and agriculture.
Only time will provide certain clarity on the type, relationships and ultimate scale of the
development that occurs in the Township. For that reason, the Master Plan and Future Land Use
Map must be periodically reviewed and revised. In that way the Master Plan can reflect changes
brought about by changing economic conditions and social trends while still maintaining longrange goals. There is also no precise schedule to implement the recommendations contained in the
plan. For example, the timing of a rezoning to allow for low density residential development in an
area currently zoned for agriculture use will be dependent upon a number of factors, the most
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important of which is the availability of infrastructure, including public utilities, adequate
roadways, and public services such as police and fire protection. Another major factor that should
be considered when reviewing any request for rezoning is the availability of land that is already
zoned and serviced in the vicinity.
FUTURE LAND USE CATEGORIES
The following is a description of several key plan elements and each of the various future land use
categories that are depicted on the Future Land Use Map along with supporting recommendations.
Agriculture Conservation and Rural Preservation
To prolong the agricultural base of Gun Plain Township and to maintain its rural character, the
Master Plan promotes the continuance of an "Agricultural and Open Space District" and a "Very
Low Density (rural) Residential” planning district. Combined with these two districts is a
“Sensitive Environments” overlay district. Together, these planning categories comprise a strategy
for the conservation of agriculture and the preservation of rural character.
♦

“Agriculture/Open Space Planning District”(AG- Agricultural Zoning District), are
areas in which farming activity is promoted as the primary long term land use and nonfarm development is discouraged. The focus is to enable strong farming influence to
continue where it is well established and least impacted by existing development.

♦

“Very Low Density Residential Planning District” (R-1 Rural Estates Zoning District)
are areas where farming is still permitted but where limited residential development will
be permitted at low densities. This district is characterized by rolling topography and
extensive areas of shrub land and woodlands, significant areas of wetland and other open
land in relatively natural or recently undisturbed state. Very low density residences and
appropriately designed rural residential cluster developments with somewhat higher net
densities may be accommodated on soils that are less productive for farming but in order
to be supported, private community wastewater treatment systems may be required.
Because the preservation of natural features and wildlife habitat (rural character) are high
priorities in this planning area the approval of cluster developments within the Very Low
Density Residential Planning District will however, be predicated upon their effectiveness
at preservation meaningful tracts of open space.
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♦

Sensitive Environments Overlay. This overlay designation extends into each of the
primary future land use categories. The overlay highlights areas of undeveloped wetland,
floodplains, and other environmentally sensitive land. The highest concentrations are
found along or directly associated with the Kalamazoo and Gun Plain Rivers. The overlay
is intended to highlight the areas where there is the greatest need for broad based
regulatory mechanisms and land use management practices geared specifically toward
environmental protection.

It is envisioned that by implementing these planning designations through zoning and utility
policies and by supporting private, county and state level farmland preservation programs, the
Township will be able to protect and retain areas within the Township that are most suited for
agricultural purposes. In areas where the viability of farms and justification for restrictive farm
preservation techniques is not evident, a demand for rural residential development at very low
gross density will be accommodated in a regulated fashion.
Agriculture/Open Space Planning District (AG)
The Agricultural/Open Space Planning District coincides with the AG Agricultural Zoning District
and its boundaries are intended to define the ultimate boundaries of AG Zoning District. It
encompasses approximately thirty seven percent of the Township's land area. Within these areas,
farming operations are promoted as the predominant use. Single family residential development is
permitted on parcels that may be as small one acre in size but the number of lots permitted is
limited by a sliding scale that results in gross residential densities of less than one unit for each
twenty five acres. The AG/OS planning area contains the majority of land that is privately enrolled
in the P.A. 116, "Farmland Open Space Preservation Program.”
The "Farmland/Development Suitability" analysis found in Chapter 2 gives further insight into
farming and developmental capabilities of the various soils found in Gun Plain Township. The
analysis shows that the soils throughout most of the Agriculture/Open Space District also constrain
non-farm use and development. The main limitations are poor drainage, wetness, or rapid
permeability. All of those factors can contribute to an inability to support conventional on-site
septic systems. Many of the Township's productive farmland soils also present significant
problems when constructing building foundations, basements, and roads.
Only relatively small areas of the Township's best farming areas are also naturally conducive to
supporting septic systems and building structures. Most of those areas are loosely concentrated in
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the northeast, in sections 4, 5, 6, and 7, in the east in parts of sections 12, 13, and 24 and in more
widely scattered areas in the southeast and southcentral sections. Most of those areas have already
witnessed a good deal of land fragmentation and rural development and have thus been excluded
from the Agriculture/Open Space District.
The recommended mechanisms for achieving the objectives of the Agricultural /Open Space
District include:
•

Use of Effective Zoning Techniques: The continued use of the Township’s existing sliding
scale zoning regulations to limit the scale of development and which treat farming and farm
related activities as the primary land use is recommended as the basic zoning tool in this
district. Fluctuating market conditions often force farmers to look for alternative sources
of income and many count on the ability to sell off land for non-farm uses to augment
finances. This ability is restricted under current zoning. A modest loosening of the
restrictions could be achieved through the utilization of flexible cluster regulations similar
to those employed in the other districts where residential development is a primary use. If
clustering is to be implemented in the AG/OS Planning District (AG Zoning district),
stringent buffering parameters, and density limits are recommended.

•

Another flexible zoning tool that may be considered for eventual implementation is the use
of Planned Unit Development provisions that enable farmland located in one area of the
Township to be counted as the required open space element of a development located in
another part of the Township. This ability for farmers to transfer their development rights
is a technique that is only recently available under the states zoning enabling statutes.

•

Voluntary Purchase of Development Rights (PDR) programs. Participation by farmers in
State and County Purchase of Development Rights (PDR) programs which enable farmers
to offer the sale of their development rights to the County and State. This voluntary
program will enable some land owners to retain their land for continued farming while
receiving cash payments for the sale of their non-farm development rights. While all lands
within the AG/OS Planning District are intended to be eligible for the protection under
these programs, funding limitations are expected to make the programs competitive in
nature. Property that is nearest areas designated for future non-farm development are in
theory at greater risk for development pressures and may be given a higher relative priority
for PDR funding. Additional discussion pertaining to the Township’s PDR policies is
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included in the discussion on Voluntary Farmland and Rural Preservation Efforts found in
this Chapter.
Very Low Density Residential Planning District (R-1)
The intent of this planning district is to establish areas where the overall long term character
remains predominantly rural, regardless of the uses that might occur there. The district corresponds
to the R-1 Rural Estate Zoning District. Farming operations will continue and development will
occur in the form of individual lot splits and multi-lot subdivision developments. Care will be
taken in the planning and design of the major development to ensure that the site layout will have
minimized impacts on adjacent farming operations, natural features, and surrounding properties.
This will be accomplished through zoning standards that protect natural features, create
appropriate setbacks and buffers along the roadways and which impose minimum open space set
asides.
Zoning district provisions will provide for very low density, rural estate residential development
either on large lots or on smaller clustered home sites. An area-wide gross density of approximately
one unit per five or more acres is intended. Agricultural operations and activities are also
envisioned to continue but are not necessarily viewed as the long term or permanent land use.
The Very Low Density Residential (VLDR) planning district recognizes a category of homebuyers
that desire a rural environment in relatively close proximity to urban amenities. At the same time,
this land category will encourage the preservation of wetlands, woodlands, and other open spaces,
which are useful as water retention and ground water recharge, and habitat for wildlife. As a basic
development option in the VLDR areas, large lot parcel splits will provide adequate area for septic
system placement and will create fewer non-farm activities and conflict points next to active farms
than if more traditional one or two acre lots were to be accommodated. Zoning provisions that
require the clustering of smaller home sites as an alternative to large lot zoning will be encouraged.
This technique can be more beneficial to the environment; can be helpful in preserving the integrity
of neighboring farm operations and for preserving rural character.
The factors considered in establishing the general boundaries and locations of the various Very
Low Density Residential District areas include the lack of sewer and water utilities, a close
relationship and proximity to active farmland, the existence of soils that are unsuitable to support
intensive development due to septic system and building construction limitations and an extensive
pattern of rural residential land fragmentation. These factors establish the VLDR district as not
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generally suitable for intensive development and less suitable for long-term investment in farming
than the areas included in the Agricultural/Open Space planning District.
Recommendations for implementing the open space objectives and one dwelling unit per five acre
density of the VLDR planning district include:
•

Continue to rely on existing large lot (5 acres) zoning as the basis for determining the
overall density for the district.

•

Through flexible open space and PUD standards encourage residential cluster
developments.

•

Increase the utilization of the cluster subdivision approach, maintain alternative open
space/ conservation subdivision design standards and procedures that are independent of
state mandated open space preservation requirements.

•

Discourage the creation of new subdivision developments unless the development meets
clustering (increased net density), common utility and preserved open space criteria.

Voluntary Farmland and Rural Preservation Efforts.
In addition to the regulatory efforts that will be employed by the Township to conserve farmland
and rural character within the Agricultural/Open Space district and very Low Density Residential
Districts there are a number of ways that property owners can insure that parcels of land will
remain undeveloped or reserved for specific purposes. In doing so the land owner can, depending
on the method, obtain potential property tax, income tax, inheritance tax and/or estate tax benefits.
Among the preservation and conservation methods are:
Land Donations. A donation of land entails the direct transfer of property to another
party, usually an organization that is capable of keeping and maintaining the
property. It could be a governmental unit such as the County, or Township, a land
trust, school or a nonprofit organization.
Private deed restrictions. Voluntary Deed restrictions can be placed on the property
deed which limits or releases certain property rights, such as the right to develop a
parcel of land, or which prohibits the new owner from destroying or modifying
natural features.
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Conservation Easements. A conservation easement is a part interest in the land that
is donated or sold by a land owner to a second or third party such as a County or
Township or a nonprofit organization. The effect is that while the private landowner
retains the ownership of some of the rights normally associated with the parcel,
some of the rights (such as the development rights) are relinquished to another
entity for preservation.
Farmland and Open Space Preservation Act. The Farmland and Open Space
Preservation Act, commonly referred to as P.A. 116, offers certain income and
property tax reductions for land owners who are willing to agree that their farmland
or open space will not be developed for specified period of time.
Purchase of Development Rights (PDR). Participation in the State and County
Purchase of Development Rights (PDR) programs enable farmers to offer the sale
of their development rights to the County and State. The voluntary programs enable
some landowners to retain their land for continued farming while receiving cash
payments for the sale of their non-farm development rights. Because funding is
limited, enrollments are awarded on the basis of a competitive ranking system. The
Township's declared support of enrollment applications is critical to the program’s
local success. To that end, the "Agricultural Preservation District" within Gun Plain
Township (as referred to in the Allegan County Farmland Preservation Board’s
Purchase of Development Rights (PDR) application) is represented by the
combined areas of the AG/OS and VLDR planning districts.
Throughout the Township there are properties that should not be given serious
consideration for development rights purchase due to land use patterns, soil and
topographic constraints and other growth factors. The properties having low
probability for consideration are defined as follows:
•

Parcels of property not zoned in a district that allows farming as a principal
permitted use.

•

Parcels of property less than 20 acres in size and not adjacent to another large
farm tract. A low probability parcel may be larger than 20 acres if it exhibits a
combination of two or more of the following characteristics:
1. It is predominated by soils that are generally considered unsuitable for
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farming due to slope, wetness or flooding.
2. It is predominated by woodland and is located in a flood plain area where
the introduction of farm practices could pose a threat to surface water
quality.
3. Significant land fragmentation has already isolated the parcel.
Parcels of property that exceed the 20 acres, are zoned AG or R-1 and are included
within the AG/OS or VLDR planning districts (as shown on the Future Land Use
Map), are therefore as a matter of Township policy, eligible for inclusion in the
PDR program.
Low Density Residential (R-2)
The Low Density Residential (LDR) planning designation facilitates the majority of the township’s
land area to be devoted to single family residential expansion. LDR is planned to occur north of
the City of Plainwell and is also slated for areas east of Plainwell in a wide corridor along M-89 to
4th Street and Silver Creek. Access to these areas is readily available via the major transportation
routes.
The LDR planning designation corresponds with the existing R-2 Zoning classification. The
category accommodates single family residential development on parcels of 2.5 acres in area and
through a planned unit development (PUD) option makes provisions for new residential
development on lots with an average density of one dwelling unit per two acres. The predominant
housing style within this classification will be single family homes. Because it is desirable for the
majority of residential development to be located close to community services, facilities such as
schools, libraries, churches, and parks are also permitted.
• The boundaries of the Low Density Residential districts are intended to represent
the ultimate extent of the land use category within the planning period and take in
some areas that are presently zoned AG Agriculture. To avoid leapfrog
development, it is recommended that the rezoning of additional land to R-2 Low
Density Residential designation be done incrementally, based upon justifiable
market needs.
• Because public utilities are generally not economically viable at LDR densities,
additional R-2 Zoning should not occur unless careful evaluation of specific soil
conditions shows that soils are capable of supporting the development or that
appropriate infrastructure such as private wastewater collection and treatment
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systems will be developed and maintained.
• Paved roads and the capability to provide adequate levels of protective services
should also be precursors to R-2 expansions.
Medium Density Residential (R-3)
This classification is designed to accommodate single family development at up to 3.5 dwelling
units per acre and multi-family residential development at up to 8 dwelling units per acre. The
designation corresponds to the R-3 Medium Density Residential zoning district. Also included are
elderly housing, nursing homes and other group housing.
Medium Density Residential areas are located at the perimeter of the City of Plainwell, consistent
with the suburban residential pattern within the city limits and where public sewer and water
extensions from the city are generally available.
• Improved water and sewer service is necessary to assure long range public health,
Medium Density Residential areas should not be developed until public sewer and
water service and paved roadways are in place.
• MDR areas should be located in areas where quick access by fire and police service
is possible. Access to multi-family developments should be from major
thoroughfares but their access should not traverse through single family
neighborhoods.
• High density development such as multi-family housing projects should only occur
as part of a special use approval process designed to ensure appropriateness of the
development's timing and specific location. The need and location for alternative
Medium Density Residential locations should be re-examined periodically (i.e.,
every five years) as growth in the Township occurs.
• It is recommended that the current R-3 zoning district provisions be modified to
include specific design standards for attached three and four family units and larger
multi-family dwelling complex.
Lake Residential (LR)
The Lake Residential area is a medium density residential district devoted exclusively to single
family residential use in the waterfront and outdoor recreation environment afforded by Lake
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Doster and the nearby golf course. The district corresponds with the LR Lake Residential Zoning
District and no expansions are anticipated.
• From a future development standpoint there is the potential for private owners to one day
pursue the conversion of the areas private golf course to residential development area. The
plan recommends establishing a requirement that such a conversion be authorized and
regulated by the Township as a form Special Land Use or Planned Unit Development. This
will enable the township to establish reasonable density limits designed to avoid
overcrowding of the lake environment and the existing neighborhood
Manufactured Home Park (R-4)
The Manufactured Home Park designation recognizes and supports the existing parks in section
17 east of the airport and Section 19 south of Miller road. It also recognizes the undeveloped area
in Section 19 west of US-131. Both of the existing manufactured home communities have
additional ability to expand and appropriate zoning (R-4) has been afforded for that purpose. It is
concluded that with over 220 acres, or over 1% of total land area devoted to this type of land use,
ample provision has been made for this type of housing.
To minimize the adverse effects of leapfrog development, any new manufactured home
communities that might be considered should be required to locate with public sewer and public
water supplies and in close proximity to commercial and public services.
Commercial Land Use
Commercial establishments typically seek out major streets with high traffic volumes to maximize
their visibility and encourage drive-in trade. Unfortunately, when a major street begins to support
commercial development, traffic congestion often occurs and conflicts result between through
traffic and the vehicles entering and exiting business driveways.
The Master Plan recognizes that demand for a variety of commercial types of development is likely
to increase over time. This demand will continue to be greatest along M-89, near the expressway
interchanges and along 10th Street and Douglas Street which are secondary arterials into and out
of Plainwell. These are the areas where traffic volumes are greatest and where commercial
establishments can take advantage of the high traffic volumes and a more concentrated consumer
market. It is important to direct this type of development in a manner which minimizes some of
the undesirable effects that additional commercial strip development brings.
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Neighborhood Commercial. This designation applies to areas intended to support
retail and personal service establishments catering to the day to day convenience needs
of residents in the immediately surrounding residential areas. The areas are generally
intended to be developed under zoning provisions outlined under the C-1 Commercial
Zoning District contained in the Township Zoning Ordinance. Public sewer and water
utilities are capable of being extended to serve these areas. One exception is the small
neighborhood commercial node located at Doster Rd. and 106th Ave.
An area of existing Neighborhood Commercial that is presently zoned C-1 is situated
on the north side of M-89 between 2nd Street and Golf View Dr. in Section 36. It is the
Township’s intent to work with the property owners to limit the extent and intensity of
commercial development in this area and to maintain the overall rural residential
character indicated on the plan.
General Commercial/Light Industrial. These areas are intended for a broader range
of commercial retail and service activities oriented toward a more regional market and
a broader range of customers. The areas are also envisioned to provide for a narrow
range of light industrial uses that include some light assembly and fabrication,
warehousing and truck transport. The areas have good regional access. Commercial
land uses range from retail to service establishments that are both destination oriented
and drive by businesses. The areas illustrated are envisioned to be developed under
provisions of the C-2 Commercial zoning district.
A zoning adjustment similar to the recommended C-1 change on the east side of
Douglas Avenue in Section 32 is indicated for the existing C-2 Zoning on the west side
of Douglas. Zoning adjustments to promote low density residential development in
this corridor are recommended.
Commercial Development Design Standards
Unless careful site planning and access controls are utilized, conflicts between uses can occur,
opportunities for integrated uses lost, and the capacity of streets can be greatly reduced. It is
recommended that site plans and the rezoning of land designated on the Future Land Use Map for
commercial purposes be done cautiously. This should to help assure that development is not done
prematurely or haphazardly, with disregard for the lack of utilities, adjacent existing uses, and uses
that will develop on an adjoining site at a later date. Implementation of the commercial land use
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plan should therefore include the following recommendations:
1. Encouragement of the use of flexible planned unit development zoning provisions
allow the review and approval of proposals that incorporate integrated mixed uses,
joint access and alternate access characteristics.
2. Knowledgeable use of zoning standards and the site plan review process. The site
plan review process should be used to promote land use and transportation
objectives and to enhance the quality of site plan features such as;
• Wastewater collection and storm drainage: Unless public sewer and engineered
drainage systems are provided, intensive development should not be permitted
and the potential range of commercial uses should be limited.
• Driveway Location and Spacing: Driveways should be located as far from street
intersections as possible to avoid left turn conflicts. Businesses should be
encouraged to use joint driveways whenever possible. Driveways should be
spaced to reduce conflicts and provide gaps in traffic for safer ingress and
egress. To promote adequate driveway spacing, commercial parcels located on
arterial streets should have a minimum of 200 feet of street frontage.
• Landscaping: Commercial Development should provide landscaping along the
street edge to enhance aesthetics and screen parking areas. Specific landscaping
requirements should be maintained in the zoning ordinance for use in ensuring
adequate and uniform landscape treatment among businesses.
• Alternate Access: Wherever possible a secondary means of ingress and/or
egress should be provided. For corner parcels, alternate access could take the
form of access to an intersecting street. For interior parcels, access across
adjacent parking lots, access to another street to the rear of the property, a
frontage road or service drive parallel to a major street are all desired
alternatives.
• Signs: The number, size and location of signs should be controlled and kept to
a reasonable minimum to avoid motorist confusion and to insure individual
business identities.
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• Pedestrian Access: Where appropriate, crosswalks, and sidewalks or pathways
should be provided to link businesses with each other and to residential areas.
Industrial Land Use
While industry is important to a diversified tax base and for providing local employment
opportunities good planning dictates that industrial areas have good highway access and are
situated to minimize potential conflicts with residential uses. Areas devoted exclusively for
industrial operations involved with manufacturing processing and fabrication should be supported
by adequate sewer and water utilities. Because of accessibility and infrastructure limits the only
“exclusive” industrial areas indicated on the Future Land Use Map are existing industrial zones
found in Sections 31 and 29.
Sensitive Environment Overlay District
The Sensitive Environment Overlay District outlines environmentally sensitive areas such as water
courses and wetlands. The effort to protect the rivers, streams and wetlands is part of a regional
watershed planning effort to protect and to improve surface water quality in general. The overlay
is intended to highlight areas where there is need for a greater measure of protection for these
important natural features.
The designation gives policy support to the “Greenbelt Overlay District” outlined in the zoning
ordinance and applied to the land closest to the Township’s watercourses and Lake Doster. It is
also used to identify areas where similar protections might be extended to cover designated
wetlands and the areas that are best left as a buffers between structural development and harmful
surface disruption practices.
When implemented “green belt buffers” are simple regulatory tool that can be highly effective in
achieving water quality objectives. Within the designated buffer, extensive removal of natural
ground cover and clear cutting of trees is discouraged. Structures and development activities will
be encouraged to be setback a minimum distance from the high water mark and contiguous wetland
areas.
Implementation measures also include the adoption of local wetland protection ordinances and the
reliance upon the overlay as a factor in reviewing and authorizing development projects required
to have open space set-asides. Farmers affected will generally be exempt from the zoning
regulations but implementation measures will also include educational efforts to encourage
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farmers to use best management practices near watercourses.
Public/Semi Public (Various Zoning Districts)
This category includes areas and facilities such as schools, government building, parks and golf
courses which are available for use by the general public. Semi-public uses are those used by a
limited number of people with specific interests which are generally non-profit in nature such as
churches, non-public schools, private golf courses, and medical or institutional facilities. The Plan
recognizes that it is necessary to provide for the establishment of certain non-residential land uses
within residential areas subject to the implementation of measures designed to insure compatibility.
Such non-residential uses commonly include religious and educational institutions, recreational
uses such as parks, and play fields, and public utility facilities. Traffic generation, noise, lighting
and trespassing should be carefully controlled in order to mitigate the negative impacts on
residential uses. Expansion or location of these uses should depend upon compatibility with
adjacent land uses and the extent to which neighborhood character will be maintained.
The Future Land Use Plan illustrates the major public/semi-public uses in the Township. Included
are the public school grounds located adjacent to the Kalamazoo River on the south outskirts of
Plainwell and the Michigan Department of Natural Resources land located in the flood plain of the
river to the south of the school property, all of which is valuable open space.
TRANSPORTATION
All of the existing public roads in the Township (except local neighborhood roads) are
accommodating more traffic demands than ever and as the Township continues to grow they will
be expected to carry still higher traffic loads during the coming years. The following generalized
transportation related recommendations are intended to address existing problems and to avoid
problems in the future:
1.

Development along arterial and collector roads, especially access by individual
driveways, should be limited. New subdivision roads (both public and private) accessing
the collectors and arterial roads should be planned for interconnectivity and reviewed for
safe sight distance, proper acceleration and deceleration lane tapers and any left hand turn
problems that may occur.

2. Establish road improvement priorities. Through cooperation with the Allegan County
Road Commission, monitor traffic volumes and road conditions as part of an ongoing
program that establishes road improvement priorities. In this way, the Township and
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County can objectively allocate limited resources to those areas having the greatest need.
3. Consider the ability of existing roadway conditions to handle projected traffic volumes
resulting from new development when reviewing rezoning requests, special land uses
and PUDs.
4. Implement the Land Use Recommendations. This document contains specific land use
recommendations which have taken into account the adequacy of the existing roadway
system. Taken collectively, the incremental implementation of the various land use
proposals could over the long term, minimize the need for some road improvements.
5. Enforce private road regulations. The interconnectivity of the street network should be
analyzed prior to the authorization of new private streets. The Township should reserve
the right to require private street interconnectivity and/or the creation of a public street
where the logical extension of a public street or interconnectivity of streets is judged
necessary to maintaining the safety and capacity of that nearby collector and arterial
streets.
The problems of strip commercial development have been well documented over the years. A
multitude of commercial uses, each with its own driveway or driveways, creates traffic
congestion problems, turning movement problems, and increases the likelihood of accidents.
Apart from a recommended geographic allocation of land uses in response to existing and
preferred development patterns, the Plan recognizes the need for access control measures
along the M-89 corridor and other primary arterials. The following recommendations are
geared toward those concerns.
Access Controls. Access control standards have been adopted to regulate and coordinate
access to undeveloped land along the Township’s major roads. These standards will address
such items as driveway placement, width, and number; acceleration and deceleration lanes;
driveway distance from intersections; joint driveways; frontage roads and service drives;
and pedestrian movement. In implementing the access control regulations, the Township
must enlist the support and cooperation of Allegan County Road Commission and the
Michigan Department of Transportation officials in reviewing site plans for new
development.
Sub-area Plan. The development and redevelopment of commercial and residential parcels
should be actively controlled through the continued use of site plan review and special land
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use approval processes. In order to better guide the development of the M-89 corridor,
additional traffic and land use analysis could be undertaken to better define and resolve
traffic problems. A sub-area plan would be a detailed study of land use, traffic movement,
access control, landscaping and pedestrian movement. Along with traffic management
improvement recommendations, the sub-area plan could make more specific
recommendations for the future redevelopment and infill.
Complete Streets
"Transportation" is no longer synonymous only with the automobile, but refers instead to the term
“mobility” or to the movement of people by whatever means of transportation people choose to
use, including walking, public transit, biking, and other non-motorized means. When more
transportation alternatives are available, it is less likely that any one form will become overloaded
or slowed by congestion. In addition, fossil fuels are conserved and public health is improved.
The term that has become popular to convey the concept of a multi-modal transportation system
is “complete streets.” Complete Streets entails making a transportation network that serves the
entire community, and leads to improved transportation choices, including walking and bicycling.
Developing sidewalk and/or shared path networks linking residential areas to community areas,
shopping and places of employment and enjoyment benefits senior citizens, children, teens, and
adults of all ages by giving them safe and pleasant alternatives to driving everywhere. Complete
streets strategies promote public health by allowing people to incorporate activity into their daily
routines, while at the same time making vehicular transportation more efficient by reducing short
trip travel within the community.
Since each complete street is unique, it is impossible to give a single description but the ingredients
that may be found on a complete street include sidewalks, bike lanes (or wide paved shoulders),
frequent street crossing designations, pedestrian signals, curb extensions, and perhaps ultimately,
comfortable and accessible bus stops.
The following types of improvements could be considered as part of the complete street package:
• Site amenities such as bench seating, bike racks and trash receptacles could encourage
more pedestrian activity and bicycling.
• On-street bike lanes could improve safety.
• Sidewalks could be added or improved in some locations.
• Street buffers could be created parallel to sidewalks by adding decorative berms, street
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trees and dense shrubs.
• Parking lot screening and landscaping could improve aesthetic character.
• A consistent use of signs, building materials, and architectural character.
• Overhead utility lines could be placed under ground and street lighting fixtures could be
added to further improve aesthetics.
Pedestrian and non-motorized circulation provides enormous benefits to residents from a social,
economic, and environmental perspective that improve the quality of life within the community.
Several of these benefits have been previously introduced but include:
• An alternative to automobiles so traffic volumes can be reduced.
• Improved accessibility to schools, churches, the library, parks and other public or
institutional uses.
• Designation of specific areas for non-motorized travel can improve safety since it
separates bicyclists (especially the younger and casual bicyclists) from vehicular travel
lanes.
• Increased public access to natural features such as woodlands and wetlands.
• A heightened awareness and preservation of sensitive resources.
• Increased access to the river and parks improves opportunities for recreation.
• Affordable, year round active recreation available to all age groups that improves
community health, family togetherness and neighborhood cohesion.
• New business and economic development opportunities at trail heads and way points..
• Increase in the value of property situated along the pathway.
The Township should to strive to improve and expand its pedestrian system to help maintain
community cohesiveness. This can be done by the creation of an integrated sidewalk and trail
system that connects significant parks and open spaces, neighborhoods, schools and businesses.
In order to integrate “off-street trails” and create walkable and bikeable streets throughout the
Township, it desirable to make logical interconnections of the pathways with the existing and
future sidewalks and the existing street system. Under this approach, a network of sidewalks, off
street pathways and designated bike routes will make the entire Township (residential
neighborhoods, commercial areas, schools and parks and open space) accessible to pedestrians
under the concept of “complete streets”. This will require the eventual expansion of the sidewalk
system and the designation of certain street segments as “bicycle routes.”
Designated Bicycle Routes
From a bicycle trail design and engineering point of view, cyclists fall into two broad categories.
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Type I-Recreational Cyclists: Novice or occasional riders
These cyclists tend to ride at slower speeds. Generally, they have less road experience and avoid
automobile traffic because of a fear of being hit by a car. Slower speed riders prefer residential
streets and off-street trails.
Type II- Serious Cyclists: Experienced and frequent riders
The second category of cyclists is typically the higher speed riders. They generally have more road
experience and thus, are more willing to ride on most streets in heavier vehicular traffic. The higher
speed riders, like the first group, choose the roads less traveled when they have a choice, but will
use the major roads when necessary to get where they want to go.
Routes for the faster riders require
stricter design criteria, but those
criteria also meet the needs of the
slower riders. Riders traveling at
higher speeds will increase the trail's
accident potential and for that reason,
the one trail fits all is hard to
accomplish.
The off-street trail is still typically
within the street right-of-way and is basically an extra wide sidewalk, designed to accommodate
the higher travel speeds of cyclists and skaters. These trails are typically 6’-12’ wide and are when
available, separated from the vehicular traffic by several feet of right-of-way, preferably at least 6
feet. They are not always parallel to the curb but can meander around existing trees and landforms
to give interest and variety to the walking or riding experience. These trails usually connect
residential neighborhoods to neighborhood centers, retail, schools, and parks.
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Off-Street Trail
6 ft. or Wider

``
On-Street Bicycle Lane

Off-Street Trail

On Street Bicycle Route Criteria
The selection of routes to be used as designated bicycle routes should be based on the following
criteria:
 Interconnection with existing trails and sidewalks within and ending the municipal
boundary.
 Location of governmental and educational centers schools, Township Halls, Public
Library, Post Office, Museum, etc.
 Locations of local churches.
 Locations of existing and future parks.
 Location of retail.
 The condition and design of existing streets.
 Truck routes.
 Avoiding dead end routes, loops are the optimum configuration.
Implementation considerations for the creation of On-styreet bicycle routes include:
1. Bike route signage should be used to identify bike routes.
2. The roadway should be restriped to provide a wider outside lane for bicycle traffic. The
restriping should take place if the restriped traffic lanes are at least 11’ wide and
restriping will allow for at least 1.5’ of additional lane width in the outside lane.
3. Prohibition of on-street parking may be necessary in order to complete certain on street
bike route segments.
Where street width is too narrow to accommodate two on-street bicycle lanes on the route,
consideration should be given to the widening of sidewalks to at least 6 feet to create an off-street
trail segment on at least one side of the street.
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Airport Overlay District
Included on the Future Land Use Plan is an overlay area that represents the outermost extent of
the various “accident safety zones” that the FAA has assigned to the Plainwell Municipal Airport.
These Runway Protection Zones (RPZs) are established to identify the land areas below aircraft
approach paths and to prevent the creation of airport hazards (or make them worse) and the
development of land uses that are incompatible with airport operations. The intent of including the
Airport Overlay on the FLU map is to highlight the areas where land uses that are incompatible
with the airport should be avoided. The detailed land use recommendations for development within
the airport overlay as provided by the FAA are provided in the appendix.
It should be noted that much of the airport’s surroundings have already been zoned and developed
in ways that would be classified as contrary to the FAA’s recommendations. While the Township
is not obligated to make corrective changes to existing zoning, the Township is not permitted to
make future land use decisions that will further erode the airport’s safety and viability. The
following general land use recommendations are included in that respect:
• Consider the adoption of an Airport Overlay Zoning District that identifies maximum
height limitations and regulates sight hazards such a bright or flashing lights.
• The underlying planning districts shown on the Future Land Use Map provide guidance
for either maintaining the status quo or improving the compatibility of zoning near the
airport. As required by the Zoning Enabling Act, any zoning change or other zoning
approval (such as for a special use) that will allow an increase in human activity or an
increase in residential development density over what is presently permitted by right under
current zoning, must be avoided.
Future Land Use - Build-Out Projections
Based on the gross acreage of each Future Land Use category described previously, the following
analysis of potential future residential development is provided. The analysis gives a generalized
picture of potential population and density patterns based on the Future Land Use Map. Based on the
current estimate of about 2.7 persons/household, if all areas of the Township were to become developed
in accordance with the Future Land Use Map, a build-out population of about 28,566 persons would
be achieved. This is a very rough estimate, based on a relatively high average number of persons per
household and a conservative estimate of maximum housing units. At an average
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Table 9
Future Land Use Category Acres and
Dwelling Unit Build-Out
Future Land Use

Total Acreage (Built and
vacant acres)

Agriculture/Open Space
(1 du/25 acres)
Very Low Density Residential
(1 du/5 acres)
Low Density Residential
(1 du/2 acres)
Medium Density Residential
(3.5 to 8 du/1 acre/ave. of 5 du/acre)
Lake Residential
(1.5 du/acre )
Manufacture Home Park
(7 du/acre)
Other land uses( incl. roads, water,
industrial, commercial, airport, inst.
and utilities)
Total Acre
Adjusted Total

Max. # of Dwelling Units

7258

290

6458

1,291

4,636

2318

856

4280

560

840

223

1561

1957
21948
19991

N/A
10580

(Adjusted for other land uses)
growth rate of 1.0% per year the build-out would occur in approximately 150 years. For comparison
purposes the average annual growth rate for the Township between 1970 and 2000 was 1.7%. At that
rate of growth, the build-out could occur in about 90 years, or just after the turn of the next century.
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Chapter 8
IMPLEMENTATION
The following section presents tools and techniques community leaders, Boards and Commissions,
Township Administration, and the general public can use to implement the Land Use Plan. The
techniques can be used individually or in tandem to achieve the objectives and eventually the
overall goals of the Land Use Plan. While the direct impact of some techniques cannot be
immediately assessed, over time these procedures can effectively guide land use and development
in Gun Plain Township.
Zoning Ordinance
The Zoning Ordinance is the primary regulatory tool used by the Township to implement the Land
Use Plan. Districts are established through zoning for the purpose of regulating the use of land and
buildings, their height and bulk, the proportion of the lot that may be covered by them, and the
density of development. Zoning regulation assists in the orderly development and growth of the
community. In addition, zoning is used to protect property values and investments. Because of the
direct impact zoning has on the use of land and related services, a direct relationship must exist
between the Master Plan and the Zoning Ordinance.
Land use classifications on the Future Land Use Map and the corresponding land use category
descriptions in the text of the Master Plan provide the basis for evaluating future zoning
amendments, decisions initiated by the Planning Commission, or rezoning requests presented by
petitioners.
Given the recommendations in the Master Plan for the various agricultural, residential,
commercial, and industrial areas, and in recognition of the ever-evolving number of zoning tools
that are available, the Township should undergo a technical review of the Zoning Ordinance soon
after adoption of the Master Plan. A summary of the recommended changes to implement various
planning concepts is included in the following table.
Beyond this initial review and the recommended changes, there should also be periodic review of
the Zoning Ordinance to ensure that it continues to satisfy the goals and objectives of this Plan and
meet the Community’s vision. In particular, site plan review and special land use and PUD
approval standards should be maintained to ensure they stay current with the community’s
objectives. Similarly, the Township Zoning Map should also be consistently reviewed and updated
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as necessary to reflect changes in the Community consistent with the future land use plan. This is
typically done on an annual basis.
Rezoning
A review of the Zoning Map should be conducted to determine consistency with the Future Land
Use Map. While the two will never be the same, it should be evident that the Zoning Map will
move the Township closer to the vision presented in the Future Land Use Plan Map. Therefore,
property at a higher intensity or density than designated on the Future Land Use Plan, are of
particular concern. Rezoning these properties prevents a vacant lot from being developed or a
property being redeveloped in a manner that is no longer consistent with the Townships’ vision.
Subdivision and Planned Unit Development Regulations
Land division regulations are an important tool for the implementation of this Plan. The Township
has regulations to cover all of the various forms of land division – land divisions, subdivisions,
and site condominiums, and planned unit developments. These regulations should be upgraded as
needed to best ensure the implementation of evolving utility policies and to complement new
zoning techniques such as PUD Districts and Cluster Developments to ensure that the Township
has the best tools available for bringing about the vision and intent of the Master Plan
Prepare and Adopt Capital Improvements Program
Capital Improvements Programming is a major step in a comprehensive management system
designed to regulate priorities and programs toward community goals and objectives. It is a means
of planning ahead for the funding and implementation of utility extensions and land acquisition
activities. The typical CIP is six years in length and updated yearly. The first year in each CIP
contains the capital improvement budget. The program generally includes a survey of the longrange needs of the entire governmental unit covering major planned projects along with their
expected cost and priority. The Township Board then analyzes the project's financing options and
the interrelationship between projects. Finally, a project schedule is developed. Priority projects
are included in the Capital Improvements Program. Low priority projects may be retained in a
Capital Improvements Schedule which may cover as long as 20 years.
The CIP is useful to the Township, private utilities, citizens and investors, since it allows
coordination of activities and provides the general public with a view of future expectations.
Utility Plans and Policies
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Policies that regulate wastewater collection domestic water supply and distribution are an
important growth management tool and are vital to the protection of surface and ground water and
ultimately to the public health. The Township must continue to work with the City of Plainwell to
provide residents and businesses in the urbanizing areas of the township with an adequate supply
of domestic water and wastewater treatment capacity. It is recommended that the Township adopt
the necessary plans and policies that ensure that major new developments are served by these
utilities. Within the rural areas where densities will not make public water and sewer extensions
economically viable, Township policies should be put into place to address the development of
private community systems serving cluster developments. Township policies should insure their
long range financial viability, establish minimum uniform construction standards and require
ongoing inspections and maintenance.
Recreation Plan
The Master Plan recommends that the Township prepare and maintain a recreation plan in order
to be eligible for State recreation funding programs such as the Land and Water Conservation
Fund, and Michigan Department of Natural Resources Trust Fund. Assistance under these
programs is available for planning, acquiring land, and developing a wide range of outdoor
recreation areas and facilities. The programs are administered by the Michigan Department of
Natural Resources and are financed by funds appropriated by the Federal Government and State
Legislature. Under the LWCF program, grants of up to 50% of the cost of a project are available;
under the MNRTF Program, 100% funding may be obtained.
Planning Education
Planning Commissions should attend planning seminars to keep themselves informed of planning
issues and learn how to better carry out their duties and responsibilities as Planning
Commissioners. These seminars are regularly sponsored by the Michigan Association of Planners
(MAP), the Michigan Township Association (MTA) and MSU Cooperative Extension Program,
which are valuable resources for Planning Commissions. There are also several planning
publications which are a useful information tool for Planning Commissioners.
Inter-Governmental Cooperation
Inter-governmental cooperation on certain land use issues and utility issues can pay dividends
to all involved. In an effort to manage growth properly, the Township desires to establish goals
and regulations consistent with those of its neighbors so that the immediate area develops in a
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compatible efficient manner, without over development. Consequently, Gun Plain Township
hopes to minimize incompatible land uses across municipal boundaries and to manage
growth in such a way that the strengths of each community are taken advantage of and that
competition between communities for tax base and economic development dollars is
minimized. The implementation of programs or policies resulting from this strategy will
necessitate endorsement and support from all jurisdictions involved. This activity must be
on-going.
Public Information
It is important that the proposals of this Plan be discussed and understood by the citizens of Gun
Plain Township. Acceptance of this Plan by the public is essential to its successful implementation.
Steps should be taken to make Township residents aware of this Plan and the continuing activities
of the Planning Commission. This can be accomplished through newspaper reports of Planning
Commission activity. Contact with local home owner and lake associations and service
organizations is another method which can be used to promote the Township's planning activities
and objectives.
Revisions to the Master Plan
Under Michigan statute, the Master Plan must be reviewed annually and updated every five years
in order to be responsive to new growth trends and current Township attitudes. As growth
occurs, the Master Plan goals, land use information, population projections and other pertinent
data will be reviewed and revised as necessary so the Plan can continue to serve as a valid guide
to the growth of the Township.
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Table 12
Gun Plain Township Master Plan
Future Land Use Designation Outline
And Zoning Plan/Implementation
FUTURE LAND USE DESIGNATION

Zoning Designation and Implementation

Agricultural/Open Space District(AG)
The intent here is to promote farming activities as the
primary land use in the areas of the Township best suited
for such use and to conserve as long as practical, the
Township's most productive agricultural land.

AG Agricultural District
• Continue to rely on existing sliding scale zoning
provisions which establish a very low gross density.
• To increase the effectiveness of open space
preservation efforts consider provisions requiring the
creation of single family cluster developments. Don’t
approve unless the development meets gross density,
common utility and preserved open space and
farmland buffer criteria.

Very Low Density Residential District (R-1)
The intent of this planning district to establish a District
where the overall long term character remains
predominantly rural, but supportive of both farming and
single family residential development. Whether
development occurs in the form of individual lot splits or
multi-lot subdivision developments, care will be taken in
the planning and design of the development to ensure that
the site layout will have minimized impacts on natural
features and surrounding properties. This will be
accomplished through zoning standards that protect natural
features, create appropriate setbacks and buffers along the
roadways and which require open space set asides.

R-1 Residential District
• Continue to rely on existing large lot ( 5 acres)
zoning as the basis for determining the overall
density for the district.
• Through flexible open space and PUD standards
encourage residential cluster developments.
• To increase the utilization of cluster subdivision
approach maintain open space/ conservation
subdivision design standards that are independent of
state mandated open space preservation
requirements.
• Consider provisions that discourage the creation of
new developments unless the development meets
clustering (increased net density), common utilities
and preserved open space criteria.

Low Density Residential (LDR)

R-2 Low Density Residential District
• The boundaries are intended to represent the
ultimate extent of the land use category. To
avoid leapfrog development, the rezoning of
additional land to R-2 Low Density
Residential should be done incrementally,
and justified by market needs.
• Additional R-2 Zoning should not occur
unless careful evaluation shows that soils are
capable of supporting the development or
that private wastewater collection and
treatment systems will be developed and
maintained.
• Paved roads and the capability to provide an
adequate level of protective services should
also be precursors to R-2 expansions.

The Low Density Residential (LDR) planning designation
facilitates the majority of the township’s land area to be
devoted to single family residential expansion. LDR is
planned to occur north of the City of Plainwell and is also
slated for areas east of Plainwell in a wide corridor along
M-89 to 4th St. and Silver Creek. Access to these areas is
readily available via the major transportation routes.

Low Density Residential (LDR) cont.
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Medium Density Residential (R-3)

R-3 Medium Density Residential

Accommodates single family development at up to 3.5
dwelling units per acre and multi-family residential
development at up to 8 dwelling units per acre.
Medium Density Residential areas are located at the
perimeter of the City, consistent with the suburban
residential pattern within the city limits and where public
sewer and water extensions from the city are generally
available.

Lake Residential (LR)
The Lake Residential area is a Medium Density
Residential District devoted exclusively to Single Family
Residential use in the waterfront and outdoor recreation
environment afforded by Lake Doster and the nearby golf
course. The district corresponds with the LR Lake
Residential Zoning District and no expansions are
anticipated.

Improved water and sewer service is
necessary to assure long range public health,
Medium Density Residential areas should
not be developed until public sewer and
water service and paved roadways are in
place.

•

MDR areas should be located in areas where
quick access by fire and police service is
possible. Access to multi-family
developments should be from major
thoroughfares but their access should not
traverse through single family
neighborhoods.

•

High density development such as multifamily housing projects should only occur as
part of a special use approval process
designed to ensure appropriateness of the
development's timing and specific location.
Identified areas on the Future Land Use Plan
are presently adequate to meet anticipated
needs, however, the need and location for
alternative Medium Density Residential
locations should be re-examined periodically
(i.e., every five years) as growth in the
Township occurs.

•

It is recommended that the current R-3
zoning district provisions be modified to
include specific design standards for
attached three and four family units and
larger multi-family dwelling complex.

LR-Lake Residential
• Establishing a requirement that golf course
conversion be authorized and regulated by the
Township as a form Special land Use or Planned
Unit Development.
• Establish reasonable density limits designed to avoid
overcrowding of the lake environment and the
existing neighborhood.
• Review the lists of permitted and special land uses in
the LR District and evaluate their adequacy.
Consider appropriate zoning mechanisms for small
scale farming and the raising of animals.
R-4 Mobile Home District
• Any new manufactured home communities that
might be considered should be required to locate
with public sewer and public water supplies and in
close proximity to commercial and public services

Manufactured Home Parks
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Neighborhood Commercial
Intended to support retail and personal service
establishments catering to the day to day convenience
needs of residents in the immediately surrounding
residential areas.

C-1 Neighborhood Business District
• Limit the extent and intensity of commercial
development in C-1 district situated on the north
side of M-89 between 2nd Ave. and Golf View
Dr. in Section 36. to maintain the overall rural
residential character.

General Commercial /Industrial
Intended for a broader range of commercial retail and
service activities oriented toward a more regional market
and a broader range of customers. The areas are also
envisioned to provide for narrow range of light industrial
uses that include some light assembly and fabrication,
warehousing and truck transport.

C-2 General Business District
• Allow for limited light industrial uses within the
district, thus enabling some degree of flexibility
for uses that are service oriented.

Commercial Design Standards

All Commercial districts
• Encourage the use of flexible planned unit
development zoning provisions that allow integrated
mixed uses, joint access and alternate access
characteristics.
• Add “mixed use” provisions to the PUD standards to
facilitate and guide the creation of quality, compact
mixed use developments when and where they are
deemed desirable.
• Use the site plan review process to promote land use
and transportation objectives and the quality of such
site plan features such as;
- Wastewater collection and storm drainage:
- Driveway Location and Spacing:
- Landscaping: Commercial Development should
provide landscaping along the street edge to
enhance aesthetics and screen parking areas.
- Alternate Access: Wherever possible a secondary
means of ingress and/or egress should be provided.
For corner parcels, alternate access could take the
form of access to an intersecting street. For interior
parcels access across adjacent parking lots, access to
another street to the rear of the property, a frontage
road or service drive parallel to a major street are
desired alternatives.
- Signs: The number, size and location of signs
should be controlled and kept to a reasonable
minimum.
- Pedestrian Access: Where appropriate, sidewalks or
pathways should be provided to link businesses with
each other and residential areas.

Industrial Land Use
Because of accessibility and infrastructure limits the only
“exclusive” industrial areas indicated are existing
industrial zones found in Sections 31 and 29.
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I Industrial District
• Continue to monitor the adequacy of planned
industrial areas and the effectiveness of current
zoning controls.

Sensitive Environment Overlay District
Highlight areas where there is need for a greater measure
of protection for important natural features.
• Gives policy support to the “Greenbelt Overlay
District” outlined in the zoning ordinance and
applied to the land closest to the Township’s
watercourses and Lake Doster.
• Identifies areas where similar protections might be
extended to cover designated wetlands and the
areas that are best left as a buffers between
structural development and harmful surface
disruption practices and water features.
Public /Semi Public
• Schools, Cemeteries, Churches, Town Hall

Various Zoning District
• Allowed in various zoning districts

Transportation
• Development along arterial and collector roads,
especially access by individual driveways, should
be limited. New subdivision roads (both public and
private) accessing the collectors and arterial roads
should be planned for interconnectivity and
reviewed for safe sight distance, proper
acceleration and deceleration lane tapers and any
left hand turn problems that may occur.
• Establish road improvement priorities. Through
cooperation with the Allegan County Road
Commission, monitor traffic volumes and road
conditions as part of an ongoing program that
establishes road improvement priorities. In this
way, the Township and County can objectively
allocate limited resources to those areas having the
greatest need.
• Consider the ability of existing roadway conditions
to handle projected traffic volumes resulting from
new development when reviewing rezoning
requests, special land uses and PUDs.
• Implement the Land Use Recommendations.
Follow land use recommendations which have
taken into account the adequacy of the existing
roadway system.
Sub-area Plan. Periodically evaluate traffic and
land use conflicts and when needed conduct a
more detailed study of the M-89 corridor to define
and resolve traffic problems. A future sub-area
plan would detail land use, traffic movement,
access control, landscaping, and pedestrian
movement and make more specific
recommendations for the future redevelopment
and infill.
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Greenbelt Overlay District
• Utilize local wetland protection ordinances and the
natural features inventory as tools in reviewing and
authorizing development projects required to have
open space set-asides.
• Farmers will generally be exempt from the zoning
regulations but implementation measures will also
include educational efforts to encourage farmers to
use best management practices near watercourses.
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Various Zoning Districts
•

Upgrade private road regulations. The
interconnectivity of the street network should be
analyzed prior to the authorization of new private
streets. The Township should reserve the right to
require private street interconnectivity and/or the
creation of a public street where the logical extension
of a public street or interconnectivity of streets is
judged necessary to maintaining the safety and
capacity of that nearby collector and arterial streets.

•

Access Controls. Enlist the support and cooperation
of Allegan County Road Commission and the
Michigan Department of Transportation officials in
reviewing site plans for new development.

•

Actively controlled through the continued use of Site
Plan Review and Special Land Use approval
processes.

•

Where and when appropriate and economically
feasible, integrate Complete Streets infrastructure
and design features into street design and
construction to create safe and inviting environments
for all users to walk, bicycle, and use public
transportation. Consider standards applicable to
private developments that will ensure the inclusion
and integration of these of these features in the
process of development review and approval.

•

Improve cooperation with the Allegan County Road
Commission, Barry County Road Commission,
Kalamazoo County Road Commission, City of
Plainwell, MDOT, and MDNR so that routes for
future roads and non-motorized trails are planned
and coordinated well in advance.

Transportation continued
•

Complete streets. Over time, enhance the provision
of safe and comfortable routes for walking,
bicycling, and public transportation to increase use
of these modes of transportation, enable
convenient , healthy and active travel as part of
daily activities, reduce pollution, and meet the
needs of all users of the streets, including children,
families, older adults, and people with disabilities.

Airport Overlay District
Included as an overlay area that represents the outermost
extent of the various “accident safety zones” assigned to
the Plainwell Municipal Airport. Identifies the land areas
below aircraft approach paths and to prevent the creation
of airport hazards and land uses that are incompatible with
airport operations. The detailed land use recommendations
for development within the airport overlay as provided by
the FAA are provided in the appendix.
The Township is not obligated to make corrective changes
to existing zoning, but the Township is not allowed to
make future land use decisions that will further erode the
airports safety and viability. Where current zoning is
either at its maximum under the FAA guidelines or is
considered incompatible, an up-zoning or other zoning
approval (such as special use) allowing an increase in
human activity or an increase residential development
density must be avoided.

•

Develop a commercial truck route ordinance for the
Township for the betterment of traffic flow, to
protect road infrastructure and to mitigate the
negative impacts that truck traffic can have on local
roads.

•

Work with the Road Commision and MDOT to
develop and implement a “ complete streets plan”.

Airport Overlay Zone
• Consider the adoption of an Airport Overlay Zoning
District that identifies maximum height limitations
and regulates sight hazards such a bright or flashing
lights.
• The underlying planning districts shown on the FLU
provides guidance for either maintaining the status
quo.

Internet and Broadband

•

Encourage the expansion and enhance the broadband
wireless communications network within the Township to
enable faster, cheaper, and universal wireless and
broadband connectivity.

•
•

•

•
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Identify key stakeholders and educate them on the
importance of improving the local wireless
broadband network.
Work with providers to utilize best practices in the
deployment of new wireless infrastructure.
Provide a strong public voice for advocating system
enhancements on behalf of residents and business
owners..
Find creative synergies between local governments,
business, and the wireless industry to improve
wireless broadband connectivity.
Work with providers to utilize best practices in the
deployment of new wireless infrastructure and
remove any unnecessary zoning or other local
regulatory obstacles.
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Appendix A
•

2008 Land Use Plan Update Community Survey
Total Survey Results

•

Totals by Quadrant
SE
SW
NE
NW
•

Written responses

Appendix A
GUN PLAIN TOWNSHIP
2008 Land Use Plan Update Community Survey

The Gun Plain Charter Township is in the process of updating the Township’s Land Use/Master Plan
used to help guide future growth and development in the community. We are seeking the opinions of
Township residents and property owners about certain development related issues. Your participation
in this survey will assist the Planning Commission and Township Board in making land use and
development related policies and decisions.
Please take a few minutes to complete this survey. When you are finished, either mail (the postage is
paid) or hand deliver it to the Township offices. If several individuals at your address would like to
complete a survey, the form may be photocopied, an extra picked up at the Township offices or it may
be printed off the internet from Township’s website (www.gunplain.org). Your replies will remain
anonymous. Please return the survey by July 15, 2008. Thank you for your time and prompt response.
If you have any questions, please feel free to call (269)-685-9471
Gun Plain Charter Township Planning Commission
First fold
First Fold

1.
2.

Do you live in the Township? Yes ____ No ____

If yes, for how many years?_____

Your house is located:
a. _____ on a lot in a subdivision (plat or site
condominium)
b._____ on a parcel of less than 2 acres
c._____ on a parcel of 2-5 acres

d._____ on a parcel over 5 acres that is not farmed
e._____ on a working farm

3.
Should commercial (retail and services) development be accommodated beyond the commercial
development pattern already established on the outskirts of Plainwell and near the Airport? Yes_____
No_____
4.
If yes to #3 , where should commercial development be encouraged?
a._____ Further south along Douglas Avenue (South 10th St.).
b._____ East of Plainwell on M-89.
c._____ Near 2nd St. on M-89
d._____North 10th St. (North of Plainwell)
e._____Other (Specify) ________________________________
5.

How important to you are the following? (check level of importance for each)
Not
Important

Important

Very
Important

a. Preserving the integrity of farmland and agri-business
b. Maintaining the rural character and open space of the Township
c. Improving public safety services
d. Enforcing Township zoning and junk regulations
e. Maintaining and improving roads
f. Increasing housing opportunities for young families
g. Increasing housing opportunities for senior citizens
h. Surface and ground water quality
i. Lack of public water
j. Failing septic systems
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k. Lack of commercial and industrial tax base
l. Commercial strip development along major roads
6.
In order to provide for capital items (such as parks, roads, etc.) and/or improved services, would you be
willing to pay additional taxes to the Township for any of the following?
Yes
No
No Opinion
a. Public water
b. Public sewer
c Police protection
d. Fire protection
e. Road paving/better maintenance
f. Emergency medical services
g. Bike paths/walking paths
h. Parks and Recreation (picnic areas, playgrounds, play fields, tennis courts etc.)
7.

Mixed-Use developments are a form of development which promotes the interaction of a variety of land
uses within close proximity on the same development parcel. The uses can include higher density residential,
office uses, civic uses, gathering space and limited commercial and light industrial activities. Persons living
in mixed use developments often have the opportunity to live and work and shop in the same, walkable
neighborhood. To allow such developments, flexible zoning regulations must be in place and urban
infrastructure, such as water or sewer facilities, must be available.
With regard to” mixed use” developments, please select a response to the following statement.
“The Township should adopt development standards that will enable developers to propose the creation of mixed use
developments within areas of the Township that have already been planned for increased development activity”.
Agree_____
Disagree______
No opinion.______
8.
At the present time Gun Plain Township does not own land that is unrestricted and capable of being
developed for long term parks and recreational use. The Township does however, contribute financially to the
recreation program sponsored by Plainwell Community School’s Community Education Department. This
contribution is typically in the $6,000 to $7,000 range annually and is used to ensure that Township residents have
access to the high quality youth, senior citizen and other recreation programs offered by the school district, primarily
at school facilities.
With regard to parks and recreation planning, please select a response to the following statement.
“Rather than acquiring land and eventually developing their own parks and recreational facilities, Gun Plain Township
residents should continue to rely on nearby city, county and school facilities.
Agree _____
Disagree _____ No Opinion _____
9.
Irrespective of ownership or jurisdiction (school, city, township or private), what types of park facilities
would you like to see within the community?(select all that apply)
a. ______Nature trails
b. ______Picnic area
c. ______Playground equipment

d. _____Softball/soccer fields
e. _____Paved trail for bicycling/roller
blading
f. _____Tennis courts

g. _____Basketball courts
h. Other _______________
____________________

10.
On the map below, please indicate the quadrant of the Township in which you live or own property by
circling the appropriate quadrant label.
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NW

NE
NW

City of
Plainwell

NE

SE

SW

6th St.

106th Ave.

SE

SW

Please use the following space to include any comments or suggestions that you may have pertaining to
Township planning and development?
__________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________
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2008
Gun Plain Charter Township
Community Survey Results
(Total results)
Total Surveys Mailed: 2237
Total returned to date: 533/ 23.8%
Total surveys returned and tabulated: 523/23.4%
1.

2.

Do you live in the Township?
#
512
Responding
Of Those Responding
Yes 487
25
No
#
If yes, for how many years
7
less than 1
1-5 years
63
5-10 years
70
105
10-20 years
174
20 or more
not responding
103

%
98
95%
5%

Your house is located:
Responded
a. On a lot in a subdivision (plat or site
condominium)
b. On a parcel of less than 2 acres
c. On a parcel of 2-5 acres
d. On a parcel over 5 acres that is not farmed
e. On a working farm

#
504

%
96%

188
130
67
89
30

37%
26%
13%
18%
6%

3.
Should commercial (retail and services) development be accommodated beyond the commercial
development pattern already established on the outskirts of Plainwell and near the Airport?
%
#
496
95
Responded
245
49%
Yes
251
51%
No

4.

If yes to #3 , where should commercial development be encouraged?

Responded
280 (54%)
#
%

a. Further south along
Douglas Avenue
(South 10th St.)
121
50%

Gun Plain Total Survey

b. East of
Plainwell on
M-89.
121
50%
4

c. Near
2nd St. on
M-89
54
22%

d. North 10th St.
(North of
Plainwell)
149
61%

e. Other (Specifysee written
comments)
21
9%
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5.

How important to you are the following? (check level of importance for each)

a. Preserving the integrity of farmland and agri-business
b. Maintaining the rural character and open space of the Township
c. Improving public safety services
d. Enforcing Township zoning and junk regulations
e. Maintaining and improving roads
f. Increasing housing opportunities for young families
g. Increasing housing opportunities for senior citizens
h. Surface and ground water quality
i. Lack of public water
j. Failing septic systems
k. Lack of commercial and industrial tax base
l. Commercial strip development along major roads

# Responding
501
508
491
502
505
488
497
502
481
488
486
496

Not
Important
8%
6%
14%
13%
5%
45%
32%
4%
44%
19%
28%
52%

Impor
tant
43%
42%
56%
40%
44%
48%
52%
31%
36%
46%
48%
36%

Very
Important
49%
52%
30%
47%
52%
7%
15%
65%
20%
35%
24%
12%

6.
In order to provide for capital items (such as parks, roads, etc.) and/or improved services, would
you be willing to pay additional taxes to the Township for any of the following?
# Responding
Yes
No
No Opinion
a. Public water
486
16%
74%
10%
b. Public sewer
491
19%
72%
9%
c Police protection
493
48%
41%
11%
d. Fire protection
497
54%
36%
9%
e. Road paving/better maintenance
493
51%
40%
9%
f. Emergency medical services
495
45%
41%
14%
g. Bike paths/walking paths
498
34%
55%
11%
h. Parks and Recreation (picnic areas, playgrounds, play
fields, tennis courts etc.)
496
29%
60%
11%
7.
Mixed-Use developments are a form of development which promotes the interaction of a variety
of land uses within close proximity on the same development parcel. The uses can include higher density
residential, office uses, civic uses, gathering space and limited commercial and light industrial activities.
Persons living in mixed use developments often have the opportunity to live and work and shop in the
same, walkable neighborhood. To allow such developments, flexible zoning regulations must be in place
and urban infrastructure, such as water or sewer facilities, must be available.
With regard to” mixed use” developments, please select a response to the following statement.
“The Township should adopt development standards that will enable developers to propose the creation of
mixed use developments within areas of the Township that have already been planned for increased
development activity”.

Responding
Agree
Disagree
No opinion

Gun Plain SW Survey

#
411
242
169
112

%
79
59
41
27

5
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8.
At the present time Gun Plain Township does not own land that is unrestricted and capable of
being developed for long term parks and recreational use. The Township does however, contribute
financially to the recreation program sponsored by Plainwell Community School’s Community Education
Department. This contribution is typically in the $6,000 to $7,000 range annually and is used to ensure
that Township residents have access to the high quality youth, senior citizen and other recreation
programs offered by the school district, primarily at school facilities.
With regard to parks and recreation planning, please select a response to the following statement.
“Rather than acquiring land and eventually developing their own parks and recreational facilities, Gun Plain
Township residents should continue to rely on nearby city, county and school facilities.
#
%
448
86
Responding
376
84
Agree
72
16
Disagree
75
17
No opinion
9.
Irrespective of ownership or jurisdiction (school, city, township or private), what types of park
facilities would you like to see within the community?(select all that apply)
#
358
233
135
125
100
209
53
43
29

Responded
a. Nature trails
b. Picnic area
c. Playground equipment
d. Softball/soccer fields
e. Paved trail for bicycling/roller blading
f. Tennis courts
g. Basketball courts
h. other

% of those responding
100
45%
26%
24%
19%
40%
10%
8%
6%

10.
Indicate the quadrant of the Township in which you live or own property by circling the
appropriate quadrant label.
Total
Not
Indicated
Of those
responding
NW
NE
SE
SW

486

93%

37

7%

#
113
68
204
101

Gun Plain SW Survey

% pf those
responding
23%
14%
42%
21%

6
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Gun Plain Township Community Survey Results
SW Quadrant
1.

2.

Do you live in the Township?
#
101
Responding
Of Those Responding
Yes
99
2
No
If yes, for how many years
less than 1
1
1-5 years
13
5-10 years
9
10-20 years
24
20 or more
40
not responding
14

%
100
98%
2%

Your house is located:
Responded
a. On a lot in a subdivision (plat or site
condominium)
b. On a parcel of less than 2 acres
c. On a parcel of 2-5 acres
d. On a parcel over 5 acres that is not farmed
e. On a working farm

#
100

%
99%

32
41
10
10
7

32%
41%
10%
10%
7%

3.
Should commercial (retail and services) development be accommodated beyond the commercial
development pattern already established on the outskirts of Plainwell and near the Airport?
#
%
96
95
Responded
49
51%
Yes
47
49%
No

4.

If yes to #3 , where should commercial development be encouraged?

Responded
280 (54%)
#
%
5.

a. Further south along
Douglas Avenue
(South 10th St.)
26
52%

b. East of
Plainwell on
M-89.
28
56%

c. Near
2nd St. on
M-89
11
22%

d. North 10th St.
(North of
Plainwell)
36
72%

e. Other (Specifysee written
comments)
5
10%

How important to you are the following? (check level of importance for each)

a. Preserving the integrity of farmland and agri-business
b. Maintaining the rural character and open space of the Township
Gun Plain SW Survey

7

# Responding
98
99

Not
Important
9%
6%

Important
44%
43%

Very
Important
47%
51%

Land Mark Strategies

c. Improving public safety services
d. Enforcing Township zoning and junk regulations
e. Maintaining and improving roads
f. Increasing housing opportunities for young families
g. Increasing housing opportunities for senior citizens
h. Surface and ground water quality
i. Lack of public water
j. Failing septic systems
k. Lack of commercial and industrial tax base
l. Commercial strip development along major roads

97
98
99
97
97
97
93
93
93
96

10%
20%
4%
43%
33%
6%
44%
20%
30%
42%

8-13-08
57%
47%
54%
52%
53%
31%
34%
49%
45%
43%

33%
33%
42%
5%
14%
63%
22%
30%
25%
16%

6.
In order to provide for capital items (such as parks, roads, etc.) and/or improved services, would
you be willing to pay additional taxes to the Township for any of the following?
# Responding
Yes
No
No Opinion
a. Public water
98
16%
72%
11%
b. Public sewer
99
17%
74%
9%
c Police protection
100
45%
45%
10%
d. Fire protection
100
50%
41%
9%
e. Road paving/better maintenance
99
52%
41%
7%
f. Emergency medical services
100
47%
40%
13%
g. Bike paths/walking paths
101
33%
54%
13%
h. Parks and Recreation (picnic areas, playgrounds, play
fields, tennis courts etc.)
100
26%
62%
12%
7.
Mixed-Use developments are a form of development which promotes the interaction of a variety
of land uses within close proximity on the same development parcel. The uses can include higher density
residential, office uses, civic uses, gathering space and limited commercial and light industrial activities.
Persons living in mixed use developments often have the opportunity to live and work and shop in the
same, walkable neighborhood. To allow such developments, flexible zoning regulations must be in place
and urban infrastructure, such as water or sewer facilities, must be available.
With regard to” mixed use” developments, please select a response to the following statement.
“The Township should adopt development standards that will enable developers to propose the creation of
mixed use developments within areas of the Township that have already been planned for increased
development activity”.

Responding
Agree
Disagree
No opinion

Gun Plain SE Survey

#
73
44
29
28

%
72
60
40
38

8
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8.
At the present time Gun Plain Township does not own land that is unrestricted and capable of
being developed for long term parks and recreational use. The Township does however, contribute
financially to the recreation program sponsored by Plainwell Community School’s Community Education
Department. This contribution is typically in the $6,000 to $7,000 range annually and is used to ensure
that Township residents have access to the high quality youth, senior citizen and other recreation
programs offered by the school district, primarily at school facilities.
With regard to parks and recreation planning, please select a response to the following statement.
“Rather than acquiring land and eventually developing their own parks and recreational facilities, Gun Plain
Township residents should continue to rely on nearby city, county and school facilities.
#
%
88
87
Responding
68
77
Agree
20
23
Disagree
13
15
No opinion
9.
Irrespective of ownership or jurisdiction (school, city, township or private), what types of park
facilities would you like to see within the community?(select all that apply)
#
74
46
23
28
16
42
7
6
4

Responded
a. Nature trails
b. Picnic area
c. Playground equipment
d. Softball/soccer fields
e. Paved trail for bicycling/roller blading
f. Tennis courts
g. Basketball courts
h. other

% of those responding
100
46%
23%
28%
16%
42%
7%
6%
4%

10.
Indicate the quadrant of the Township in which you live or own property by circling the
appropriate quadrant label.
Total

Of those
responding
NW
NE
SE
SW

Gun Plain SE Survey

101

100%

#
113
68
204
101

% of those
responding
23%
14%
42%
21%

9
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Gun Plain Township Community Survey Results
SE Quadrant
1.

2.

Do you live in the Township?
#
200
Responding
Of Those Responding
Yes 193
7
No
If yes, for how many years
less than 1
4
1-5 years
20
5-10 years
29
10-20 years
38
20 or more
72
not responding
41

%
98
97%
4%

Your house is located:
Responded
a. On a lot in a subdivision (plat or site
condominium)
b. On a parcel of less than 2 acres
c. On a parcel of 2-5 acres
d. On a parcel over 5 acres that is not farmed
e. On a working farm

#
199

%
98%

102
33
27
28
9

51%
17%
14%
14%
5%

3.
Should commercial (retail and services) development be accommodated beyond the commercial
development pattern already established on the outskirts of Plainwell and near the Airport?
#
%
193
95%
Responded
106
55%
Yes
87
45%
No

4.

If yes to #3 , where should commercial development be encouraged?

Responded
280 (54%)
#
%
5.

a. Further south along
Douglas Avenue
(South 10th St.)
53
50%

b. East of
Plainwell on
M-89.
47
45%

c. Near
2nd St. on
M-89
25
24%

d. North 10th St.
(North of
Plainwell)
59
56%

e. Other (Specifysee written
comments)
8
8%

How important to you are the following? (check level of importance for each)

a. Preserving the integrity of farmland and agri-business
b. Maintaining the rural character and open space of the Township
Gun Plain SE Survey
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# Responding
200
201

Not
Important
9%
7%

Important
47%
42%

Very
Important
44%
51%

Land Mark Strategies

c. Improving public safety services
d. Enforcing Township zoning and junk regulations
e. Maintaining and improving roads
f. Increasing housing opportunities for young families
g. Increasing housing opportunities for senior citizens
h. Surface and ground water quality
i. Lack of public water
j. Failing septic systems
k. Lack of commercial and industrial tax base
l. Commercial strip development along major roads

193
199
200
193
196
197
187
190
191
196

15%
10%
6%
45%
31%
3%
36%
17%
23%
53%

8-13-08
55%
46%
41%
50%
52%
32%
42%
44%
50%
37%

30%
44%
54%
6%
17%
65%
21%
39%
27%
10%

6.
In order to provide for capital items (such as parks, roads, etc.) and/or improved services, would
you be willing to pay additional taxes to the Township for any of the following?
# Responding
Yes
No
No Opinion
a. Public water
188
21%
67%
12%
b. Public sewer
189
24%
65%
11%
c Police protection
191
56%
33%
11%
d. Fire protection
193
58%
31%
11%
e. Road paving/better maintenance
192
49%
41%
10%
f. Emergency medical services
192
49%
34%
17%
g. Bike paths/walking paths
193
38%
52%
10%
h. Parks and Recreation (picnic areas, playgrounds, play
fields, tennis courts etc.)
192
31%
57%
12%
7.
Mixed-Use developments are a form of development which promotes the interaction of a variety
of land uses within close proximity on the same development parcel. The uses can include higher density
residential, office uses, civic uses, gathering space and limited commercial and light industrial activities.
Persons living in mixed use developments often have the opportunity to live and work and shop in the
same, walkable neighborhood. To allow such developments, flexible zoning regulations must be in place
and urban infrastructure, such as water or sewer facilities, must be available.
With regard to” mixed use” developments, please select a response to the following statement.
“The Township should adopt development standards that will enable developers to propose the creation of
mixed use developments within areas of the Township that have already been planned for increased
development activity”.

Responding
Agree
Disagree
No opinion

Gun Plain NW Survey

#
166
97
69
38

%
81
58
42
23
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8.
At the present time Gun Plain Township does not own land that is unrestricted and capable of
being developed for long term parks and recreational use. The Township does however, contribute
financially to the recreation program sponsored by Plainwell Community School’s Community Education
Department. This contribution is typically in the $6,000 to $7,000 range annually and is used to ensure
that Township residents have access to the high quality youth, senior citizen and other recreation
programs offered by the school district, primarily at school facilities.
With regard to parks and recreation planning, please select a response to the following statement.
“Rather than acquiring land and eventually developing their own parks and recreational facilities, Gun Plain
Township residents should continue to rely on nearby city, county and school facilities.
#
%
175
86
Responding
145
83
Agree
30
17
Disagree
29
17
No opinion
9.
Irrespective of ownership or jurisdiction (school, city, township or private), what types of park
facilities would you like to see within the community?(select all that apply)
#
147
94
52
43
43
89
24
13
16

Responded
a. Nature trails
b. Picnic area
c. Playground equipment
d. Softball/soccer fields
e. Paved trail for bicycling/roller blading
f. Tennis courts
g. Basketball courts
h. other

% of those responding
100
46%
25%
21%
21%
44%
12%
6%
8%

10.
Indicate the quadrant of the Township in which you live or own property by circling the
appropriate quadrant label.
Total

Of those
responding
NW
NE
SE
SW

204

100%

#
113
68
204
101

% of those
responding
23%
14%
42%
21%

Gun Plain NW Survey
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Gun Plain Township Community Survey Results
NW Quadrant
1.

2.

Do you live in the Township?
#
111
Responding
Of Those Responding
Yes 103
8
No
If yes, for how many years
less than 1
2
1-5 years
20
5-10 years
17
10-20 years
22
20 or more
32
not responding
20

%
98%
93%
7%

Your house is located:
Responded
a. On a lot in a subdivision (plat or site
condominium)
b. On a parcel of less than 2 acres
c. On a parcel of 2-5 acres
d. On a parcel over 5 acres that is not farmed
e. On a working farm

#
108

%
96%
36
33
12
23
4

33%
31%
11%
21%
4%

3.
Should commercial (retail and services) development be accommodated beyond the commercial
development pattern already established on the outskirts of Plainwell and near the Airport?
#
%
109
96%
Responded
44
40%
Yes
65
60%
No

4.

If yes to #3 , where should commercial development be encouraged?

Responded
280 (54%)
#
%
5.

a. Further south along
Douglas Avenue
(South 10th St.)
25
54%

b. East of
Plainwell on
M-89.
26
57%

c. Near
2nd St. on
M-89
11
24%

d. North 10th St.
(North of
Plainwell)
29
63%

e. Other (Specifysee written
comments)
5
11%

How important to you are the following? (check level of importance for each)

a. Preserving the integrity of farmland and agri-business
b. Maintaining the rural character and open space of the Township
Gun Plain NW Survey
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# Responding
109
111

Not
Important
9%
9%

Very
Important
Important
38%
53%
37%
54%
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c. Improving public safety services
d. Enforcing Township zoning and junk regulations
e. Maintaining and improving roads
f. Increasing housing opportunities for young families
g. Increasing housing opportunities for senior citizens
h. Surface and ground water quality
i. Lack of public water
j. Failing septic systems
k. Lack of commercial and industrial tax base
l. Commercial strip development along major roads

107
110
110
107
110
112
111
111
108
110

15%
15%
5%
50%
37%
4%
52%
19%
35%
57%

8-13-08
58%
31%
46%
40%
51%
34%
31%
48%
46%
28%

27%
54%
48%
9%
12%
62%
17%
33%
19%
15%

6.
In order to provide for capital items (such as parks, roads, etc.) and/or improved services, would
you be willing to pay additional taxes to the Township for any of the following?
# Responding
Yes
No
No Opinion
a. Public water
112
13%
79%
7%
b. Public sewer
112
15%
77%
8%
c Police protection
111
42%
43%
14%
d. Fire protection
113
55%
36%
9%
e. Road paving/better maintenance
112
50%
38%
12%
f. Emergency medical services
112
41%
46%
13%
g. Bike paths/walking paths
112
26%
62%
13%
h. Parks and Recreation (picnic areas, playgrounds, play
fields, tennis courts etc.)
112
25%
62%
13%
7.
Mixed-Use developments are a form of development which promotes the interaction of a variety
of land uses within close proximity on the same development parcel. The uses can include higher density
residential, office uses, civic uses, gathering space and limited commercial and light industrial activities.
Persons living in mixed use developments often have the opportunity to live and work and shop in the
same, walkable neighborhood. To allow such developments, flexible zoning regulations must be in place
and urban infrastructure, such as water or sewer facilities, must be available.
With regard to” mixed use” developments, please select a response to the following statement.
“The Township should adopt development standards that will enable developers to propose the creation of
mixed use developments within areas of the Township that have already been planned for increased
development activity”.

Responding
Agree
Disagree
No opinion

Gun Plain NE Survey

#
92
51
41
21

%
81
55
45
23

14
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8.
At the present time Gun Plain Township does not own land that is unrestricted and capable of
being developed for long term parks and recreational use. The Township does however, contribute
financially to the recreation program sponsored by Plainwell Community School’s Community Education
Department. This contribution is typically in the $6,000 to $7,000 range annually and is used to ensure
that Township residents have access to the high quality youth, senior citizen and other recreation
programs offered by the school district, primarily at school facilities.
With regard to parks and recreation planning, please select a response to the following statement.
“Rather than acquiring land and eventually developing their own parks and recreational facilities, Gun Plain
Township residents should continue to rely on nearby city, county and school facilities.
#
%
100
88
Responding
89
89
Agree
11
11
Disagree
13
13
No opinion
9.
Irrespective of ownership or jurisdiction (school, city, township or private), what types of park
facilities would you like to see within the community?(select all that apply)
#
71
46
31
30
19
45
12
10
6

Responded
a. Nature trails
b. Picnic area
c. Playground equipment
d. Softball/soccer fields
e. Paved trail for bicycling/roller blading
f. Tennis courts
g. Basketball courts
h. other

% of those responding
100
41%
27%
27%
17%
40%
11%
9%
5%

10.
Indicate the quadrant of the Township in which you live or own property by circling the
appropriate quadrant label.
Total

Of those
responding
NW
NE
SE
SW

113

100%

#
113
68
204
101

% of those
responding
23%
14%
42%
21%

Gun Plain NE Survey
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Gun Plain Township Community Survey Results
NE Quadrant
1.

2.

Do you live in the Township?
#
67
Responding
Of Those Responding
Yes
63
4
No
If yes, for how many years
less than 1
1-5 years
5-10 years
10-20 years
20 or more
not responding

%
99%
94%
6%
0
6
10
16
21
14

Your house is located:
Responded
a. On a lot in a subdivision (plat or site
condominium)
b. On a parcel of less than 2 acres
c. On a parcel of 2-5 acres
d. On a parcel over 5 acres that is not farmed
e. On a working farm

%
96%

#
65
8
11
13
23
10

12%
17%
20%
35%
15%

3.
Should commercial (retail and services) development be accommodated beyond the commercial
development pattern already established on the outskirts of Plainwell and near the Airport?
#
%
66
97%
Responded
31
47%
Yes
35
53%
No

4.

If yes to #3 , where should commercial development be encouraged?

Responded
280 (54%)
#
%

a. Further south along
Douglas Avenue
(South 10th St.)
9
33%

Gun Plain NE Survey

b. East of
Plainwell on
M-89.
12
44%

16

c. Near
2nd St. on
M-89
4
15%

d. North 10th St.
(North of
Plainwell)
16
59%

e. Other (Specifysee written
comments)
2
7%
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5.

How important to you are the following? (check level of importance for each)

a. Preserving the integrity of farmland and agri-business
b. Maintaining the rural character and open space of the Township
c. Improving public safety services
d. Enforcing Township zoning and junk regulations
e. Maintaining and improving roads
f. Increasing housing opportunities for young families
g. Increasing housing opportunities for senior citizens
h. Surface and ground water quality
i. Lack of public water
j. Failing septic systems
k. Lack of commercial and industrial tax base
l. Commercial strip development along major roads

# Responding
63
65
63
62
63
62
63
65
62
62
63
63

Not
Important
3%
2%
14%
10%
2%
50%
33%
3%
58%
19%
33%
59%

Impor
tant
40%
46%
60%
32%
41%
39%
54%
23%
27%
53%
49%
32%

Very
Important
57%
52%
25%
58%
57%
11%
13%
74%
15%
27%
17%
10%

6.
In order to provide for capital items (such as parks, roads, etc.) and/or improved services, would you
be willing to pay additional taxes to the Township for any of the following?
# Responding
Yes
No
No Opinion
a. Public water
64
3%
89%
8%
b. Public sewer
67
6%
87%
7%
c Police protection
66
39%
55%
6%
d. Fire protection
66
45%
47%
8%
e. Road paving/better maintenance
66
53%
42%
5%
f. Emergency medical services
66
32%
58%
11%
g. Bike paths/walking paths
67
33%
60%
7%
h. Parks and Recreation (picnic areas, playgrounds, play
fields, tennis courts etc.)
67
30%
63%
7%
7.
Mixed-Use developments are a form of development which promotes the interaction of a variety of
land uses within close proximity on the same development parcel. The uses can include higher density
residential, office uses, civic uses, gathering space and limited commercial and light industrial activities.
Persons living in mixed use developments often have the opportunity to live and work and shop in the same,
walkable neighborhood. To allow such developments, flexible zoning regulations must be in place and urban
infrastructure, such as water or sewer facilities, must be available.
With regard to” mixed use” developments, please select a response to the following statement.
“The Township should adopt development standards that will enable developers to propose the creation of mixed
use developments within areas of the Township that have already been planned for increased development
activity”.

Responding
Agree
Disagree
No opinion

Gun Plain NE Survey

#
57
35
22
11

%
84
61
39
19

17
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8.
At the present time Gun Plain Township does not own land that is unrestricted and capable of being
developed for long term parks and recreational use. The Township does however, contribute financially to the
recreation program sponsored by Plainwell Community School’s Community Education Department. This
contribution is typically in the $6,000 to $7,000 range annually and is used to ensure that Township residents
have access to the high quality youth, senior citizen and other recreation programs offered by the school
district, primarily at school facilities.
With regard to parks and recreation planning, please select a response to the following statement.
“Rather than acquiring land and eventually developing their own parks and recreational facilities, Gun Plain
Township residents should continue to rely on nearby city, county and school facilities.
#
%
63
93
Responding
56
89
Agree
7
11
Disagree
5
8
No opinion
9.
Irrespective of ownership or jurisdiction (school, city, township or private), what types of park
facilities would you like to see within the community?(select all that apply)
#
47
32
17
17
19
25
8
11
3

Responded
a. Nature trails
b. Picnic area
c. Playground equipment
d. Softball/soccer fields
e. Paved trail for bicycling/roller blading
f. Tennis courts
g. Basketball courts
h. other

% of those responding
100
47%
25%
25%
28%
37%
12%
16%
4%

10.
Indicate the quadrant of the Township in which you live or own property by circling the appropriate
quadrant label.
Total

Of those
responding
NW
NE
SE
SW

68

100%

#
113
68
204
101

% of those
responding
23%
14%
42%
21%

Gun Plain NE Survey
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Results through 8-12-08/523 surveys of 533
Gun Plain Charter Township Community Survey
Written comments
General Development/Commercial/Industrial Development/tax base ( this grouping reflects
written comments for question “4e other” and survey end comments section)
SW In items #3/4 Over several years development issues came and gone without any
encouragement to the developer to continue any search for development. Line (k) Never should
any commercial or industrial endeavor is considered on what the tax base would
NW Is the township unable to maintain itself or do we need to become Plainwell Jr.? I live in
the township because I don’t want to live in the city! Let’s plan on not growing into one.
NW The spread of commercial land to the outskirts would hurt the downtown district. The
potential for the old Paper mill and vacant downtown buildings like Hardings should be
revitalized first before additional structures are built. It would be wasteful to leave those sites to
deteriorate and bring the community as a whole ‘down’. The township will be a more attractive
place in the long range.
Zoning more farm land residential is not an option. Leave the land owners alone. Let nature take
its course and don’t worry at a township level about providing living quarters for young and old.
They’ll figure that out.
NW If new development continues, 10th Street will look like M-89 in 10 years. There will be
no rural areas. Myself and many neighbors do not want to see these developments leave what
little bit of country we have left, alone.
NW We need a broader tax base. In the past, there have been several people on the board that
have turned down property development because of the traffic that would increase on the roads.
That is why our County Road Commission is there to help with road structure. It seems that the
board is more interested in keeping with “the good old days” rather than looking forward to
growth and progress. This township really has not grown in the years we have lived here. Growth
is an intricate part of success. Let’s get rid of some of the narrow mindedness!
Keep commercial development in Kalamazoo, there are plenty of empty buildings there.
Coordinate with Plainwell – even revenue share – commercial development in abandoned
paper mill.
NE

No high density development.

NE
Mixed use developments should be a good opportunity for the township to increase tax
base without destroying our rural setting if properly developed. Something to think about: what
about if a farmer or a resident in a more rural area wanted to put up wind turbines or a “wind
farm”. Is that allowed, should it be allowed? I think it should. It would increase tax base without
additional infrastructure costs.
NE?? Please no more storage units on 10th Street or body shops.
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SW We do not need any new homes built. There are plenty on the market at this time. With
all the new homes going up, traffic has increased as have the number of people racing down our
roads..
SW “Most Important”
Schools
Roads and infrastructure
Commercial development
SE
Commercial and Industrial Development should be located near Plainwell to allow for
economical sewer and water service and reduce sprawl.
SE

We have more than enough industrial/commercial also housing plats!!!

SE
Don’t know if it applies, but anything done to develop the Plainwell paper property into a
revenue generating venture for the Plainwell area (park, bike path, mixed use area, etc.) would be
a plus.
SE
Commercial Development should be encouraged
Strong business base – corporate if possible would expand local economy, tax base, and increase
property values.
SE
We do not need any type of commercial development! Let’s keep Gun Plain Township
the beautiful place it is!
Encouraging good businesses is important (not Dollar Tree, Rent to Own & Payday
Advance!)
SE
Would be wonderful to see the paper mill developed into a mix of green space and
office/retail park.
SE
We don’t need another “strip” anywhere in our twp. The one in Otsego twp. is more than
enough!!
We could use a family restaurant in Plainwell area, but it would have to be near the
highway to survive, not possible without full access on 106th.
SE

Increase retail opportunities east of Plainwell. Codes against Alpacas in residential areas.

I would like to see major commercial retailers staying out, but smaller, unique retail
establishments. Bookstores, office supplies, small boutiques & ART galleries.
SE
Please continue to look at land development in “mixed use” areas as much as possible.
Concentrated single use of any kind is almost always detrimental to local environment and more
expensive to mediate.
SW Increase commercial development to give some relief to home owner’s tax – so it
wouldn’t be necessary to raise taxes as property values plummet.
SW If you want neighborhoods with parks, shopping, etc. bring in Allen Edwin Builders. You
will get cheap housing most could afford.
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SW #3. Commercial services are not that far away. Work with the City of Plainwell, City of
Otsego, Cooper, Martin, Allegan, even Birchland to develop people friendly communities. Make
it easier to get to these places.
SW #5. Farm land is what makes us a small town which makes rural character. We have
adequate safety, zoning and roads. Just use the money which you have and actually hold law
people accountable. Housing issues, I’ll let the economy do the talking. Water quality is your job
to protect. We don’t need commercial development so you don’t need to worry about public
water and sewer. You don’t need a raise so quit trying to increase the tax base.
SE
Revitalizing downtown – business friendly – environment – requires ease of access for
customers and product supply delivery.
Resolution on Plainwell Paper Mill – perfect development area for business, residential, parks,
should be considered before any expansion north of 106th or east of.
SE
Lets get the center of town revitalized and maintain our esthetics while we do it. The
paper mill site opens up a fantastic opportunity to bring in more business, recreation,
condo/apartments needs in a mixed-use form. If proper screening is used to maintain integrity
and character, this could revitalize the downtown area and make it a true central point for our
town where businesses can thrive and p[people enjoy spending an afternoon patronizing
businesses, restaurants and park areas Richland appears to be controlling the look of the new
businesses going in there to maintain a more upscale look to their town. Think South Haven as a
touristy town that could draw business off 131. Good Luck
NE

No spot zoning.

NE
Develop Plainwell Paper as suggested above – mix use, and improve traffic flow in
central city.
NE
Keep downtown active (instead of moving businesses outside of city limits) downtown so
it doesn’t become more of a ghost town like Otsego, Martin, Wayland.
NE

No more mobile homes. Let Gary Hangford continue to make a living.

NE
Because we are paying so much for the school bond, we should lease those facilities as
much as possible.
The Planning Commission needs to take a closer look at the developers that drop a mess of
houses in a field without good traffic plans.
Farmland & Rural Eenvironment
NW

Keep rural, build slowly, maintain park services, make a bike path.

NW
Let’s keep it a farming township.
NW I prefer the current agriculture and rural estate setting of our township. Un-do as much as
possible any further planned commercial development. No more high density residential.
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NW It is our opinion that subdivisions are not necessary at this time. There are an over
abundance of homes for sale in the area. Using land for subdivisions is not a current need in this
community. Keep the farm land agricultural. The nations push for “alternative” energy could
backfire on us if we use up all our precious farmland that we could use to harvest bio-mass or
ethanol. Once the land is gone – it’s gone forever! Something we should consider.
SE
The main priority is to preserve farmland. The preservation of good water and air should
be maintained.
SE
We moved to Gun Plain Township 23 years ago because we wanted a rural atmosphere. It
is heartbreaking to see the beautiful open areas turned into housing developments. The traffic
through town is horrible at certain times of the day. What has happened to our beautiful small
town?
SE
Let’s keep country free from contractors and development of higher density residential
and commercial land use. We have enough of all that right now. I love the country as it is right
now. Country and not city. Gun Plain Township should remain free.
SE
Keep it rural or keep it out!
NE
Plainwell is a quaint community. We moved here from Kalamazoo to get away from strip
malls. We enjoy the rural setting here. We don’t want to look like Richland, where they have
pole barns for businesses.
Keep the area for agricultural use. Use the existing buildings in the downtown area for
business investment.
NE
We would like the township to keep the area close to its natural state. In contrast to the
city, that’s the attraction of living in the township.
NE
No developments of more than 10 houses within 2 miles of creeks, streams or rivers
unless connected to sewers. Must maintain 25% of trees (or more).
NE

Keep it rural. Maintain the farm land.

SW

Gun Plain Township should remain a farming community.

SW Recently moved from city – keep the country setting – don’t mess it up with “progress”
as it ruins the environment. If we need anything – just go over the bridge.
SW

Maintain the rural character of the township. No trailor parks or (large apartments).

SW We have always supported the limited rural land use of this township & it is the major
reason we have chosen to stay here, even after job transfers. Moving would have been
convenient for us but we remained here because of the small town commitment.
SW I am opposed to further development of agricultural neighborhoods. I moved to this area
for the quiet and peaceful country setting. I do not agree with the further urban sprawling and
increased developments of additional subdivisions.
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SW The Township has much natural beauty. Efforts should be made to maintain these areas
and prevent urban sprawl.
Roads and Traffic
NW The problem I see with Gun Plains are the need for most residents to drive through
Plainwell (a 10 to 10 minute trip) which could be changed dramatically by an exit southbound on
106th Avenue, which also split the traffic to and from the casino if it is ever approved.
The roads need improving which would bring more development both commercial and
residential. I believe this would also reduce the large number of substandard housing in the area.
NW Township and State have to open up 106th & 131 interchange. This would open up, free
up some traffic problems and infrastructure problems around the City of Plainwell.
NW

Installation of the other two ramps on 106th Avenue Street to US-131.

NW

I would like to see the township push harder to get a S ramp (on & off) on 131 at 106th.

NW Maintain roads and have the expectation in the township that property owners mow their
lawns regularly and have regular garbage and trash pick up especially on North 11th Street.
I’ve lived in Gun Plain Township for 11 to 12 years. I have property in another part of the
township. Both roads are gravel and have never been taken care of!
NW & NE
Instead of putting in new parks, subdivisions, or other play areas, why don’t we
take care of the roads and areas that have not been taken care of for years!
NW Exit and entrance ramps on 106th would be helpful in development of commercial
property on the north side of Plainwell.
NW

More traffic enforcement along 10th Street, mainly between 110 and 116th.

The City could make a lot of revenue from traffic tickets due to the heavy volume of
speeder’s.
NW If you really want this to work you have to get ramps at 131 & 106th. Go to
www.newtonpark.org. It is tops. We are so far behind on “green”. We should do everything we
can with solar, windmills and anything else we can. Get grants. Put us on the map. Look at
Doster. We could have more neighborhoods like that. You guys are great. Keep up the good
work.
NW Yes, how about getting the state to put on/off ramps going south on 106th.
NW

Repair and repave or pave existing/new roads is most important.

NE

Reduce volume of traffic flow on M89 between Plainwell and Otsego.
- Look at other access roads to hi-volume business locations
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NE

-

Meyers/Walnut/M89 movie theatre

-

Put a 131 south bound access ramp off 106th street to 131 south

-

Northbound off ramp from 131 N to 106th Street

-

Business development should be north and south of 10th Street

-

Development of the Plainwell Paper Mill site

-

River front condos/hotel/entertainment-restaurant-music

Blacktopping the rest of 110th Avenue is long overdue.

NE
I voted to increase the road tax. So far we have not been treated to dust control. They
grade the road on a regular basis and sure raise a fine crop of choking dust. It is a lousy situation.
NE
We need an entry on 106th Ave. coming from Kalamazoo and going to Kalamazoo. The
traffic downtown is getting very congested which actually discourages going downtown.
Create on/off ramp on S. side of 106th ramp on 131.
Restrict traffic of heavy semis to specific roads – Road by Big Top is TERRIBLE.
NE
I would like to see a much needed on-off ramp expansion at 106th & US 131. A great deal
of township traffic could be reduced in Plainwell downtown “bottleneck” which accounts for
much wasted time & fuel.
NE

Roads and water quality need to be at the top of priorities.

NE
How about considering southbound access on 106th to ease traffic backups for M-89. This
would really benefit everyone!!!
NE

Establish a driveway setback and enforce it.

SE
1. While I realize matters concerning 131 are not under local jurisdiction the heavy traffic
on M-89 thru Plainwell is terrible. On/off ramps are needed along 131 near the airport to divert
some traffic congestion.
2. On M-89, especially in front of Cross Oaks mall, left turn signal is needed. Drivers
take chances trying to make the turn into businesses there. Someone is going to get killed there.
Any future development of business (new construction especially) should include SERVICE
ROADS. That should have been done along M-89 strip many years ago.
SE
Please fix M-89 from downtown light to Wesco light!!! The road is an absolute
embarrassment to the residents of Plainwell!!!
SE

Street lights needed within Lake Doster neighborhood.

SE

Reduce property taxes, improve roads.
Pave all dirt roads.

SE

Needs 2 more ramps to 131 so that area by airport can be developed.
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??
Get better access around the City of Plain to freeway. It is all but impossible get thru the
city at times! How about an access ramp on Marsh Road to the freeway?
SW Kids are not safe to ride their bikes in the street because of these increases. If you’re
paving our roads then why are the new subdivisions allowed to drop their extra asphalt on our
newly paved roads. Take a ride Miller Road where it dead ends. Come see what our newly paved
road now looks like
SW

Placing of 2 concrete curbs at the south end of 8th Street at Riverview Drive.

SW Line (e) You already have a road tax, you need to use it wisely. Road maintenance is
already in the system.
SW An additional 131 entrance/exit at the 106th Avenue would reduce traffic congestion
through Plainwell. This could draw more residential growth and increase property values
Parks, recreation
NW Please see comments above. I don’t know how many people would like to see this, but
there are many I know who love this idea of an outdoor pool.
NW

Need good bike paths along side of roads so you don’t have to drive car every way.

Parks, picnic areas, etc. would accomplish none of this. Don’t try to compete with Cooper,
Osthemo, Mattawan. Truly make us better from our foundation up.
NW I think in regards to parks and recreational use areas, our township probably doesn’t have
the resources to match what Plainwell has to offer, so it makes sense to continue to support their
programs, so we have access to their programs.
Recreation facilities can be taken care of by Special Interest Groups. Cities, schools, and
townships should act “together” when building libraries and such. (Community pools, parks,
etc.)
I would like to see” nature trails” or bike paths being developed.
NW Community pool (outdoor) would be very popular, nobody close has one. And with gas
prices on the rise, who wants to go to the beach if there was a community pool here?

NE
There are currently many areas that are not very far from Gun Plain Township that are
good for playing and picnics. Since our township includes a great deal of agriculture, it would be
nice to blend in anything new with its surrounding areas. Maybe something unique to our area
would be nice i.e. dog park, workout course, mountain biking trails, fountain, etc. Due to the
current economy, I would not like to see our taxes increased to pay for any improvements at this
time. I would like to see fund raisers.
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SW We are all for parks and rec. development, but we don’t like the idea of commercial
development.
I would like to see a baseball facility in Plainwell or GP so we could have our own little league –
4 fields and a restroom/concession facility. It would be ideal if someone would donate property
and get the naming rights.
SW It would be great to have a paved 1 mile track like out at the Allegan sports complex.
Someplace you can feel safe to walk or rollerblade without the traffic.
SW I would support developing a park in GP Twp. if it were a good value and a wonderful
piece of property (preferably near a river bend). Also, I would like to see people pledge to help
with it, so the community’s more interested in it and to lower the cost to develop it. Otherwise
the parks in Plainwell are very nice.
SW Nature trails and paved bike trails would really help this township out. A paved bike trail
would give people a safe area to ride or go blading.
Bring back the sky _?_. How many soccer fields do we need? Keep them on 8th Street.
SW I think that since Gun Plain is located around the city we should rely on the city parks and
facilities.
SW

Extend fence at Sherwood Park to include basketball court area to M-89 bridge.

Now is not the time to ask for more tax dollars to support parks, nature trails, etc. that
others could come in and use for free.
SE
Where would more land for parks and recreation programs be acquired from? There is no
point in purchasing, improving, and maintaining land and facilities that are so far outside of town
that the use would be prohibitive. Along with this comes the creation and maintenance of safe
pathways for children to access the facilities. There is much more involved than just acquiring
land.
SE
A more natural and wooded park setting would be nice to have away from the noise and
traffic of the city.
NE
A small park with tennis/b-ball courts next to playground equipment would be nice, but
relying on Plainwell schools is a wise use of money.

SE
A paved trail or trails would be very welcome. If in conjunction with neighboring
governments the abandoned rail line running by the grain elevator would make a great
recreational resource for the area.
SE
It would be nice to have a paved trail to walk on or bike on, instead of having to use the
side of the roads or driving into town and then walking on sidewalks. We live on 105th (paved).
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This road is not safe to walk on with all of the hills.
SE
Ask any developers to contribute to amenities. The township should stay out of it, doing
it themselves. Plenty now!
A daytime DROP IN Center for Senior Citizens either at the Community Center OR
Township Hall – something with comfy chairs and a coffee pot and cookies so we could gather
to solve all world problems that our politicians seem unable to do.
SE
I think the township should work with the city to put a park where the Plainwell paper
company was located.
SE
Develop bike path along M-89 east of City of Plainwell to make it safe to run/bike into
town for those living east of town.
Also for recreational purposes, we all pay for the schools, so use them.
Park/picnic/fishing along Gun River.
SE
A bike path would be excellent from Doster toward town/parking areas at either end for
commuters (like w Portage).
??
Bike/walking paths connecting as many towns as possible to avoid road traffic would be
great.
Develop waterways for canoeing/kayaking.
NW Community pool (outdoor) would be very popular, nobody close has one. And with gas
prices on the rise, who wants to go to the beach if there was a community pool here?
NW As for #9(parks) we already have this. Why is it a question now?
Utilities
NW Sewer rates screwed up! Have been for years. Could the township be screwed up as well?
NW
Sewer charges should not start until an occupancy permit has been approved. This
should be for both residential and commercial customers. The Township should have the
backbone to punish those who have abused the system that now unfairly charges the innocent.
SW Don’t force those of us who live here to have to go to city water and sewer systems. That
would be forcing us to lower our quality of life. Public water and sewer are never the obligation
of the taxpayer it is a bond payable by the user not taxes.

SW Line (j) All septic systems will never fail with proper maintenance and the township
should advise all residence on how to maintain their system.
SE
When City sewer and water are available developments should be required to have
sewers and City water. The current pattern of allowing development to bypass the rules is a slap
in the face to those who already joined (paid) because it is the right thing to do.
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The people of Doster have paid and are paying for water and sewer.
SE
I live on the golf course in Lake Doster and I believe it should be a priority to put sewers
thru the entire area. This would help developers to utilize land that was purchased to put in more
homes and it would eliminate the problem with all the failing septic and drain fields.
SE
People in our area are very upset over the continuing loss of power – even on sunny days.
This spring it has happened so many times we are thinking of erecting an outhouse – and sending
the bill to Consumers Energy.
SE
There are areas, such as our street – 1st Street (across from L. Doster) that still cannot get
broadband internet service or cable TV. We are still living in the dark ages. We need the help of
Twp. supervisors to put pressure on service providers to provide services to your constituents.
NE
If anything could be done to get high-speed internet access on 2nd Street – we would
appreciate it.
Recycling/waste collection
SE
9 h. Recycle center with separate bins.
The above also applies to the airport even though it is owned by the City – Maint. Garage is
ugly.
SE
Township should develop a program for collecting leaves and yard waste like Plainwell
and Otsego have. At least provide a place for residents to take leaves and yard waste.
SE
Recycling center with bins/containers to separate material i.e. glass, plastic, paper,
cardboard.
2-3 spots per Township Quadrant that yard waste could be disposed of.
NE

A better recycling program. More trash pickup days.

Police and fire, safety
SE
Government services such as fire and police, etc. should be combined. Prorate costs by
population. Why duplicate efforts?
A fire department that provides medical first responder and extrication.
NE
Fire department responded to a roadside grass fire in 4 minutes last summer. They are
great men and women. Good job Gun Plains.
NW I believe Gun Plain is safe and secure. No need for police, public safety investments.
during to those with wells during extended power outages.
NW The Township needs an emergency plan. Specifically to distribute potable water d
Most of what you ask about IS NOT necessity. Safety, which includes police protection and
prompt fire and medical attention are the only things I feel we should consider a priority at this
time.
Taxes and economy
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NW People in general (most) are stressed to a max financially. The LAST place they need
more pressure is at this township tax level.
NW We do not need anymore taxes, all their parks, rec. places all cost money. We need places
for people to work. So many people are leaving Michigan due to this. If you don’t work, you
don’t pay taxes and you continuously can’t afford luxury things. The town is dying – rent too
high for businesses to survive.
NW Taxes are too high. Assessment values for property tax is far too high. Area is starving
for business. Area is depressed. Jobs are not available for people. Nothing to keep youths in
area. Weather is not good. Economy in western Michigan is hurting. Need a facelift.
NW Right now, with a failing economy I cannot meet any higher obligations for “PERKS”. I
would note to maintain our current level of opportunities.
NW Sorry to say we cannot afford more taxes. At 85 we are having problems keeping up with
our house payment, taxes and other household expenses. Feel sorry for the young people trying
to make a go of it with school loans and with the price of gas, food, etc. going up. There is no
good paying jobs for the college graduates.
NW Local tax base(s) comes from property taxes and state income taxes. Create local jobs and
we will have a better tax base. Parks, trails, and picnic areas consume taxes that could be used
for roads, etc. Lower business taxes and maybe some corporations will move into the area and
create jobs, which in turn increases the local tax base.
NE
Maybe if Marty Meert would quit taking money from the township we would have more
money to use in these areas.
NE?? Our taxes are already too high. There are a lot of properties empty and unsold already.
We should use and preserve what we already have and not build more. These houses and
businesses empty just left alone could promote crimes of theft and destruction.
NE
Property taxes are already high enough.
Michigan is under great financial distress. There is only so much money to go around. In better
times, people have more money and are willing to pay for the “extras”.
NE
People are struggling to survive. Cut extra spending for frivolous things. Only projects to
help with self sufficiency and financial independence would help our cities, townships and state.
SW My taxes have more than doubled in 8 years but not my check. Stay within your budget,
like we have to. No more taxes.
Cut back on things like tax payers have to, in order to make ends meet.
SW

No more taxes please.

SW

I do not want to pay any extra taxes. We are a single income family with children.

SE

No more taxes. This survey, I feel, is just a call for more money from the people. I do
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believe bike and walking places (not paved) to travel are needed (safe). I walk my dogs on the
shoulder of Riverview Drive – scary!
SE

Explain to us all how home values can fall yet ythe taxable value increases.
How about lowering taxes for seniors over age 75?

SE

Reduce property taxes, improve roads.

SE

Please allocate funding of projects more inline with those residents that pay higher taxes.

SE

Taxes are too high.

??
Our township already collects too much taxes. There are other twps. that don’t collect fire
and still have departments.
SE
We don’t need higher taxes – our yearly re-evaluation has taken the taxes back to the
levels we had before prop. A. And we are still paying the 6% sales tax.
SE
At this point in time I believe it is very important to keep taxes as low as possible so
senior citizens will not be driven from their homes due to inability to pay taxes. Also, it may
actually encourage new development. Facilities that contribute to the tax base should take
precedence such as casinos and small businesses. We also need to respect a home owners rights
to use their land as they wish, we are entirely too over regulated.
Governance, Ordinances, Enforcement, Junk, Misc.
NE
I do believe that Gun Plain should enforce the ordinance rules better. There are a lot of
properties that have more than one junk vehicle. Look around. Such as the corner of 8th and 106th
– along Marsh Road as while.
NE
Should be an ordinance regarding how fences are installed. We currently look at the nasty
side of our neighbor’s fence why they enjoy the nice side. It looks horrible in the neighborhood
also.
Clean up the junk mess on 107th Street. Disgraceful.

SE

SE
I would like to see residents take better care of their property. No trash, old cars, junk.
SW Would like to see the boat on Charles Street gone – It has been there as long as I have
lived here – 20+ years.
SE
Burning in Doster Lake community must be stopped. Homes are too close together.
People have asthma and it causes an attack. Smell is awful.
NW

Enact an ordinance that bans future outdoor furnaces (wood furnaces).

NE
1. Co-operation with other local communities to establish linear movement into those areas.
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2. For sport activities shared use should be a high priority rather than duplicate services and
cost.
3. Start to enforce township ordinances or get them off the books.
SW

Merge with Plainwell so services can be combined.

NW I have never lived in the township before the last year and a half and I have found it
somewhat difficult to learn and follow rules and regulations here. For instance obtaining a burn
permit was extremely difficult but when we burn without one it’s my understanding we can get a
fine. Also when they do like junk pickup or are doing any hydrant flushing etc. I feel they should
keep us updated and aware better.

NE
Establish a vacant home or building ordinance to make owner responsible for building
and property maintenance and care and secure to prevent meth labs.
SW In item #5 Everything here is important, line (d) you hired and ordinance enforcement
officer and he don’t search out violations, he should be able to do this.
SW Concentrate on existing programs. This is not the time to spend more. Let’s try to
maintain what we have.
SW

Leave the things the way they are.

SE

Maintaining what we have is important.

SE
Keep up the facilities we now have. No one can or needs more taxes heaped on us. Small
towns should not disappear.
Leave the township alone. This is not the right economic climate for capital investment.
If you build it, they will NOT come & I will end up paying for it.
NE

Thank you for investigating these issues & options for our community.

NE
That the town of Plainwell and the Township out on a very nice Fourth of July show.
Thank you!
SW For several years surveys have been sent without and direct results. Committee and/or
township boards have never made any attempt to follow what the public would like to see
happen. In the course of these surveys it appears the Planning Commission and the Township
Board disregarded any suggested public input. All the public input went without any reasonable
consideration as these boards did whatever they wanted and not what the public wanted.
SE
Keep in mind the rising energy cost, $4.20/gal gas. I for one do not want to pay more
taxes. Gas, food, heat, I’m broke.
SE
A survey like this is not enough to make individual choices. Each proposal must be
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evaluated on its own merits. A “yes” or “no or an “agree” or “disagree” does not allow for
degrees of approval.
We also need to have more elected persons in the office during the time the office is
open. I’ve called many times & certain persons never seem to be in.
I think the wording on this is a little above the comprehension of many of our residents. I have 2
college degrees and there were portions I had to stop and read a couple of times to understand the
meaning of the question.
NW

Keep including community input as part of this process.

NW Not sure if township participates in funding the airport, but if we do, then the money
spent for that could go to better uses for something else. Let the select few who use the airport
pay for it!!
Thank you for all you do on behalf of the residents of the township. Everyone who works at the
office is friendly and helpful. When we have had a problem or concern we were listed to, the
issue was investigated and there was a quick resolution. Thank you!
NW

It would be good to have stamped envelopes in tax bills.
The master plan should reflect what the resident’s want not what Lansing tries to mandate

to us!
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Results through 8-12-08/523 surveys of 533
Question 9 h “Other” (Types of recreation facilities people would like to see.)
Item

NW

Fix the infrastructure and do parks and picnic areas
afterwards
No more sports expenditure/ have plenty ect.
Use school facilities, such as pool, etc.
Nothing that will increase taxes /Cut down taxes
Total negative

SW

SE

1
4

1

2

1

Skate Park
Walking paths, linear trails, bike/multi-use unpaved bike
Horse trails.
Total trail related

1

Water wall/play area/fountain
Community pool (outdoor)
Public access, ramps to lakes & rivers.
Beach area
Total water related

1
1
1

Dog Park
Baseball softball/t-ball and share with school.
Hockey rink/skating.
Shuffle board
Hill for sledding, snow activities
Covered picnic tables.
Campground (Enclosed document)
Arts & culture.

1
1

High paying job opportunities

1

Gun Plain Total Survey

NE

1
2

1

1
1
1

2
2

1
1
1

1

1

??

Total

1

2

1

9
1
3
15

1

5
4
1
10
2
1
4
1
8
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1
1

1
1

1
1
1
1

1

1

3
2
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
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Appendix B
•
•

Plainwell Municipal Airport

Plainwell Municipal Airport - Airport Approach
Protection Plan: Accident Safety Zones

•

Accident Safety Land Use Guidelines and Planning Strategies for
New Development in Accident Safety Zones
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Appendix B

B-4
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B-5

Appendix B

B-6
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B-7
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B-8
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Appendix C
•

Planning Commission Resolution of Adoption
•

C-1

Township Board Resolution of adoption

Appendix C

C-2

Appendix D
Street Miles by Type
And
Functional Classification of Street

D-1

Appendix D

D-2

Appendix D

D-3

Appendix D

D-4

Appendix D

D-5

Appendix D

D-6

Appendix D

D-7

Appendix D

SUMMARY OF STREET MILES BY TYPE
Miles
Limited Access Highway (all weather)
State highway (all weather)
Total County Roads
Total County Primary
County Primary ( all weather )
County Local Roads Total
County Local Roads –Paved
County Local Roads- Unpaved
Collectors Total
Collectors, Paved
Collectors Unpaved
Feeder Streets Total
Feeder Streets, paved
Feeder Streets, unpaved
Seasonal

D-8

5.1
5.2
73.27
23.61
7.8
49.48
32.86
16.71
41.44
27.2
14.24
8.44
5.97
1.66
.81

